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CDP Public Cloud Azure subscription requirements

Azure subscription requirements

Before registering your Azure environment in CDP, use this document to verify that your Azure account has all the
resources required by CDP and that your CDP administrator has adequate permissions to configure the resources and
services in Azure.

As an administrator, you must be able to create and manage the resources in the Azure subscription where CDP users
create clusters and run jobs. You must be able to perform all administrative tasks and have administrative rights to
all resources. Cloudera recommends that the administrator has the role of Owner in the Azure subscription and the
Application Developer role or higher in the Azure Active Directory.

Related Information
CDP Control Plane regions

Azure resources and services

Overview of Azure resources used by CDP

Azure outbound network access destinations

Access to workload UIs

Default security group settings on Azure

Supported browsers

Other resources

CDP Control Plane regions

Each Control Plane and associated account runs within a geographic region. If your organization requires your CDP
account and its data to remain within a specific geographical region, review the regions below to determine the most
appropriate region to create your CDP account and Control Plane in.

Every CDP account runs within a shared infrastructure called the CDP Control Plane. Historically, the CDP Control
Plane and its services have been hosted in a single geographical region in the United States referred to as us-west-1.

Certain countries may have regulatory requirements that limit or forbid specific types of data from being sent or
stored outside of the country or region where an organization operates. For this reason Cloudera has introduced new
regions in which the Control Plane can run. By choosing a region other than us-west-1, you can ensure that sensitive
metadata (such as information about CDP users) does not leave its region or country of origin.

During the CDP account creation process, your administrator will work with the account creation team to choose
the appropriate Control Plane region to create your CDP account in. Your CDP account together with users, groups,
and CDP resources like environments, Data Lakes, and Data Hubs are tied to the Control Plane region that they
are created in. After account creation, there is no option to change the region in which the Control Plane and CDP
account will run.

Regions us-west-1 eu-1 ap-1

Location United States Germany Australia

Year Opened 2019 2021 2021

As new Control Plane regions are added, not every CDP feature or data service will be available in every region,
though these features will eventually be supported for every region. Refer to the following support matrix to
determine which CDP data services and major CDP features are available within the region where your CDP Control
Plane resides:
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CDP service us-west-1 (USA) eu-1 (Germany) ap-1 (Australia)

Data Engineering

Data Hub

Data Warehouse

DataFlow

Machine Learning

Operational Database

Replication Manager

Workload Manager

Data Catalog

CDP feature us-west-1 (USA) eu-1 (Germany) ap-1 (Australia)

Auditing

CCMv1 N/A N/A
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CDP feature us-west-1 (USA) eu-1 (Germany) ap-1 (Australia)

CCMv2

Classic Clusters

Unified Diagnostics N/A N/A

Metering

The following terminology is used in the above table:

•

 - The service is general availability in the specific region
•

 - The service is preview in the specific region
• N/A - The service is not available in the specific region

Though there are few visible differences in CDP depending on which Control Plane region you choose, it is important
that you set up outbound network access correctly for the Control Plane region that you use. You should also take
note that for different Control Plane regions, the endpoints will be different for the Control Plane API and UIs.

You can configure your CDP client to use a certain Control Plane region by default. For more information on this, see
Configuring CDP client.

Important:  Note that the name of the region in which a Control Plane runs is used within CRNs (the ID that
CDP uses to define a resource, such as an environment, user, or cluster); within API endpoints; and more,
though in CDP documentation, examples of these strings often use “us-west-1.”

Related Information
Configuring CDP client

Azure resources and services

CDP uses various resources in your Azure account.

Use the following guidelines to ensure that CDP has access to the resources in your Azure account and that your
Azure account has all the necessary resources required by CDP:
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Prerequisites for the provisioning credential
Navigation title: Azure credential prerequisites

To allow CDP to create resources on your Azure account, you must create the app-based credential. The credential
allows CDP to access and provision a set of resources in your Azure account.

CDP uses an app-based credential to authenticate your Azure account and obtain authorization to create resources
on your behalf. The app-based credential requires that you to manually configure the service principal created within
your Azure Active Directory. The app-based method requires Owner role to be able to create a service principal,
which must be given Contributor role or its equivalent.

To meet Azure prerequisites for CDP:

1. Review the provided policies.
2. Obtain the subscription and tenant ID.
3. Create an app registration on Azure

Azure permissions
Your Azure administrator must create a custom role in the Azure subscription.

1. The administrator must create a custom role containing one of the following sets of permissions sufficient for
registering an environment and creating Data Hubs and Operational Databases:

• Option 1: Use the Role definition 1: Allows CDP to access and use only a single existing resource group and
create service endpoints on page 8 if you would like CDP to only access and create resources within your
existing resource group and if you would like to use service endpoints.

• Option 2: Use the Role definition 2: Allows CDP to access and use only a single existing resource group and
create private endpoints on page 10 if you would like CDP to only access and create resources within your
existing resource group and if you would like to use private endpoints.

• Option 3: Use the Role definition 3: Allows CDP to create multiple resource groups within your subscription
on page 12 if you would like CDP to create multiple resource groups within your subscription.

2. Additionally, if you would like to provision other CDP services (Data Engineering, DataFlow, Data Warehouse,
or Machine Learning), you should assign the built-in Contributor Azure role either at the resource group level
(if you are providing your own resource group) or at the Azure subscription level (if CDP is creating resource
groups).

• If you need DataFlow only and CDP is creating resource groups, you can use the minimal policy documented
in CDF docs.

• If you need Machine Learning only and CDP is creating resource groups, you can use the minimal policy
documented in CML docs.

Disposition: / Status:
DOCS-10516 CML role in progress. Once ready it will be posted at https://docs-stage.cloudera.com/machine-
learning/cloud/requirements-azure/topics/ml-minimum-permissions.html Junaid Rao said that Resource Group level
Contributor role worked for him.

Role definition 1: Allows CDP to access and use only a single existing resource group and create
service endpoints

The following role definition allows CDP to create resources only within the specified resource group:

{
    "Name": "Cloudera Management Console Azure Operator For Single Resource
 Group",
    "IsCustom": true,
    "Description": "Can use Cloudera Management Console managed clusters and
 resources updated for single resource group.",
    "Actions": [
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      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/read",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/write",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/write",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/delete",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/read",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/write",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/fileServices/write",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/listkeys/action",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/regeneratekey/action",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/delete",
      "Microsoft.Storage/locations/deleteVirtualNetworkOrSubnets/action",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/join/action",
      "Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/join/action",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/join/action",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/ipconfigurations/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/join/action",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/joinViaServiceEndpoint/ac
tion",
      "Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/backendAddressPools/join/action",
      "Microsoft.Compute/availabilitySets/read",
      "Microsoft.Compute/availabilitySets/write",
      "Microsoft.Compute/availabilitySets/delete",
      "Microsoft.Compute/disks/read",
      "Microsoft.Compute/disks/write",
      "Microsoft.Compute/disks/delete",
      "Microsoft.Compute/images/read",
      "Microsoft.Compute/images/write",
      "Microsoft.Compute/images/delete",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/write",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/delete",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/start/action",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/restart/action",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/deallocate/action",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/powerOff/action",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/vmSizes/read",
      "Microsoft.Authorization/roleAssignments/read",
      "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/read",
      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/read",
      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/write",
      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/delete",
      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/operations/read",
      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/operationstatuses/read",
      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/exportTemplate/action",
      "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/read",
      "Microsoft.ManagedIdentity/userAssignedIdentities/read",
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      "Microsoft.ManagedIdentity/userAssignedIdentities/assign/action",
      "Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/read",
      "Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/write",
      "Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/delete",
      "Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/virtualNetworkRules/write",
      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/cancel/action"
    ],
    "NotActions": [],
    "DataActions": [
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/blobs/rea
d",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/blobs/write
",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/blobs/de
lete",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/blobs/add/
action"
    ],
    "NotDataActions": [],
    "AssignableScopes": [
      "/subscriptions/{SUBSCRIPTION-ID}/resourceGroups/{RESOURCE-GROUP-
NAME}"
    ]
  }

When creating the role definition, make sure to:

• Replace the {SUBSCRIPTION-ID} with your actual subscription ID.
• Replace the {RESOURCE-GROUP-NAME} with the ID of your existing resource group

Role definition 2: Allows CDP to access and use only a single existing resource group and create
private endpoints

The following role definition allows CDP to create resources only within the specified resource group:

{
    "Name": "Cloudera Management Console Azure Operator for Single Resource
 Group",
    "IsCustom": true,
    "Description": "Can use Cloudera Management Console managed clusters and
 resources, updated for use with single resource group for all resources.",
    "Actions": [
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/read",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/write",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/write",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/delete",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/read",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/write",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/fileServices/write",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/listkeys/action",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/regeneratekey/action",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/delete",
      "Microsoft.Storage/locations/deleteVirtualNetworkOrSubnets/action",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/join/action",
      "Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/delete",
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      "Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/join/action",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/join/action",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/ipconfigurations/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/join/action",
      "Microsoft.Compute/availabilitySets/read",
      "Microsoft.Compute/availabilitySets/write",
      "Microsoft.Compute/availabilitySets/delete",
      "Microsoft.Compute/disks/read",
      "Microsoft.Compute/disks/write",
      "Microsoft.Compute/disks/delete",
      "Microsoft.Compute/images/read",
      "Microsoft.Compute/images/write",
      "Microsoft.Compute/images/delete",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/write",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/delete",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/powerOff/action",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/start/action",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/restart/action",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/deallocate/action",
      "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/vmSizes/read",
      "Microsoft.Authorization/roleAssignments/read",
      "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/read",
      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/read",
      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/write",
      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/delete",
      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/operations/read",
      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/operationstatuses/read",
      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/exportTemplate/action",
      "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/read",
      "Microsoft.ManagedIdentity/userAssignedIdentities/read",
      "Microsoft.ManagedIdentity/userAssignedIdentities/assign/action",
      "Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/read",
      "Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/write",
      "Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateDnsZones/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateEndpoints/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateEndpoints/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateEndpoints/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateEndpoints/privateDnsZoneGroups/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateEndpoints/privateDnsZoneGroups/write",
      "Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/privateEndpointConnectionsApproval/
action",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateDnsZones/A/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateDnsZones/A/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateDnsZones/A/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateDnsZones/join/action",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateDnsZones/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateDnsZones/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateDnsZones/virtualNetworkLinks/read", 
      "Microsoft.Network/privateDnsZones/virtualNetworkLinks/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateDnsZones/virtualNetworkLinks/delete",      
  
      "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/join/action",
      "Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/delete",
      "Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/backendAddressPools/join/action",
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      "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/cancel/action"
    ],
    "NotActions": [],
    "DataActions": [
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/blobs/rea
d",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/blobs/write
",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/blobs/de
lete",
      "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/blobs/add/
action"
    ],
    "NotDataActions": [],
    "AssignableScopes": [
      "/subscriptions/{SUBSCRIPTION-ID}/resourceGroups/{RESOURCE-GROUP-
NAME}"
    ]
  }

When creating the role definition, make sure to:

• Replace the {SUBSCRIPTION-ID} with your actual subscription ID.
• Replace the {RESOURCE-GROUP-NAME} with the name of your existing resource group

Role definition 3: Allows CDP to create multiple resource groups within your subscription

The following role definition allows CDP to create resources within your subscription:

{
  "Name": "Cloudera Management Console Azure Operator",
  "IsCustom": true,
  "Description": "Can use Cloudera Management Console managed clusters and
 resources.",
  "Actions": [
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/read",
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/write",
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/write",
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/delete",
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/read",
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/write",
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/fileServices/write",
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/listkeys/action",
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/regeneratekey/action",
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/delete",
    "Microsoft.Storage/locations/deleteVirtualNetworkOrSubnets/action",
    "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/read",
    "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/write",
    "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/delete",
    "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/read",
    "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/write",
    "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/delete",
    "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/join/action",
    "Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/read",
    "Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/write",
    "Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/delete",
    "Microsoft.Network/publicIPAddresses/join/action",
    "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/read",
    "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/write",
    "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/delete",
    "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/join/action",
    "Microsoft.Network/networkInterfaces/ipconfigurations/read",
    "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/read",
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    "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/write",
    "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/delete",
    "Microsoft.Network/networkSecurityGroups/join/action",
    "Microsoft.Network/virtualNetworks/subnets/joinViaServiceEndpoint/action
",
    "Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/delete",
    "Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/read",
    "Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/write",
    "Microsoft.Network/loadBalancers/backendAddressPools/join/action",
    "Microsoft.Compute/availabilitySets/read",
    "Microsoft.Compute/availabilitySets/write",
    "Microsoft.Compute/availabilitySets/delete",
    "Microsoft.Compute/disks/read",
    "Microsoft.Compute/disks/write",
    "Microsoft.Compute/disks/delete",
    "Microsoft.Compute/images/read",
    "Microsoft.Compute/images/write",
    "Microsoft.Compute/images/delete",
    "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/read",
    "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/write",
    "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/delete",
    "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/powerOff/action",
    "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/start/action",
    "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/restart/action",
    "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/deallocate/action",
    "Microsoft.Compute/virtualMachines/vmSizes/read",
    "Microsoft.Authorization/roleAssignments/read",
    "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/read",
    "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/write",
    "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/delete",
    "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/deployments/read",
    "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/deployments/write",
    "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/deployments/operations
/read",
    "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/resourceGroups/deployments/operations
tatuses/read",
    "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/read",
    "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/write",
    "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/delete",
    "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/operations/read",
    "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/operationstatuses/read",
    "Microsoft.Resources/deployments/exportTemplate/action",
    "Microsoft.Resources/subscriptions/read",
    "Microsoft.ManagedIdentity/userAssignedIdentities/read",
    "Microsoft.ManagedIdentity/userAssignedIdentities/assign/action",
    "Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/read",
    "Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/write",
    "Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/delete",
    "Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/virtualNetworkRules/write"
  ],
  "NotActions": [],
  "DataActions": [
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/blobs/read",
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/blobs/write",
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/blobs/delete
",
    "Microsoft.Storage/storageAccounts/blobServices/containers/blobs/add/
action"
  ],
  "NotDataActions": [],
  "AssignableScopes": [
    "/subscriptions/{SUBSCRIPTION-ID}"
  ]
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}

When creating the role definition, make sure to:

• Replace the {SUBSCRIPTION-ID} with your actual subscription ID.

Obtain subscription and tenant ID
Obtain subscription and tenant ID. You need them in order to create a provisioning credential for Azure.

These steps should be performed by someone who has the Owner built-in Azure role and the Application Developer
role in Azure Active Directory.

• You can obtain both the Subscription ID and Tenant ID from Azure CLI by using the following Azure CLI
command:

az account list|jq '.[]|{"subscriptionId": .id, "tenantId": .tenantId, "
state": .state}'

• You can obtain your Azure Subscription ID from your Azure Portal > Subscriptions:

• You can obtain your Azure Tenant ID from your Azure Portal > Azure Active Directory > Properties:

Create an app registration and assign a role to it
Create an app registration and assign a role to it. You need it in order to create a provisioning credential for Azure.
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1. On Azure Portal, navigate to the Azure Active Directory > App Registrations and click on + New Registration:

2. Register a new application as follows and then click Register:

3. Once your app registration is created, you will be redirected to the app registration's overview page. Copy and
save the Application ID before closing this page. You will need to provide it to CDP later:
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4. Next, navigate to Certificates & secrets and generate a new secret by clicking + New client secret, providing a
description and expiration time, and clicking Add:

5. Copy and save the Client secret value. You will need to provide it to CDP later.
6. Next, you need to assign a role to your application. To do that, browse to Subscriptions, click on your

subscription, and choose Access control (IAM).
7. Click Add > Add role assignment and then assign the Contributor role or the custom role to your newly created

application by:

• Under Role, selecting Contributor or the custom role.
• Typing your app name under Select and then selecting it:

8. Once done, click Save.

What to do next

Once you have this setup ready, you can Create a provisioning credential for Azure in CDP.

Azure region
Prior to registering an environment, you should decide which Azure region you would like to use.

A single Azure environment registered in CDP corresponds to a single VNet located in a specific region, and all the
resources deployed by CDP on Azure are deployed into that VNet.
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Typically, to speed up data access, you may want to deploy clusters into the region containing the ADLS Gen2
containers that you want to access for input and output data. Therefore, when selecting the region to use, you should
consider where your data is located.

CDP requires that the ADLS Gen2 storage location provided during environment registration is in the same region as
the region selected for the environment.

If you need to use multiple regions, you need to register multiple environments, one per region.

Supported Azure regions
CDP supports the following Azure regions.

Note:  Some Azure regions (such as Switzerland West, France South, Norway West, and so on) are disaster
recovery regions and therefore cannot be supported by CDP. For more information, see Support matrix for
Azure VM disaster recovery between Azure regions.

Note:  This list may not immediately include newly added Azure regions unless they are supported by CDP.

Region Name Environment Data Hub Data
Warehouse

Machine
Learning

Data
Engineering

DataFlow Operational
Database

Australia Central ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

Australia East ## ## ## ## (Partial
GPU)

## ## ##

Australia Southeast ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

## ## ##

Brazil South ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

## ## ##

Canada Central ## ## ## ## (Partial
GPU)

## ## ##

Canada East ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

## ## ##

Central India ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(Partial GPU)

## ## ##

Central US ## ## ## (AZ) ## (No GPU) ## ## ##

China East

China East 2

China North

China North 2

China North 3

East Asia ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

## ## ##

East US ## ## ## (AZ) ## ## ## ##

East US 2 ## ## ## (AZ) ## (No GPU) ## ## ##

Finland Central

France Central ## ## ## (AZ) ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

## ## ##

France South

Germany West Central
(Public)

## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

## ## ##
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Region Name Environment Data Hub Data
Warehouse

Machine
Learning

Data
Engineering

DataFlow Operational
Database

Japan East ## ## ## (AZ) ## (Partial
GPU)

## ## ##

Japan West ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

## ## ##

Korea Central ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(Partial GPU)

## ## ##

Korea South ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

## ## ##

North Central US ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

## ## ##

North Europe ## ## ## (AZ) ## (No GPU) ## ## ##

Norway East ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

## ## ##

South Africa North ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

## ## ##

South Central US ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

South India ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

##

Southcentral India

Southeast Asia ## ## ## (AZ) ## ## ## ##

Sweden Central

Switzerland North ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

## ## ##

UAE North ## ## ## ## ## ## ##

UK South ## ## ## (AZ) ## (Partial
GPU)

## ## ##

UK West ## ## ## ## (No GPU) ## ## ##

US DoD Central

US DoD East

US Gov Arizona

US Gov Texas

US Gov Virginia

US Sec East

US Sec West

US Sec West Central

West Central US ## ## ## ## ##

West Europe ## ## ## (AZ) ## ## ## ##

West India ## ## ##

West US ## ## ## ## (No ANF)
(No GPU)

## ## ##

West US 2 ## ## ## (AZ) ## ## ## ##

West US 3

The regions marked with a check mark ("#")# are supported.
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Note the following when reviewing regions supported for Data Warehouse:

• AZ means that a region supports availability zones.

Note the following when reviewing regions supported for Machine Learning:

• Regions marked with a "#" and without any other annotation fulfill both ANF and GPU requirements.
• No ANF means that a region does not support Azure NetApp Files. Azure NetApp Files is required for the

Machine Learning service. If you select a region that does not include support for Azure NetApp Files, you must
set up your own NFS service.

• Partial GPU means that a region supports VM types other than NCsv2. If you would like to utilize GPUs for faster
computation, additional configuration will be necessary to use them.

• No GPU means that a region does not support VMs with GPUs.

Related Information
Azure geographies

Resource groups
CDP can provision all the environment and cluster resources into your existing resource group or you can also have
CDP create multiple new resource groups.

CDP supports two resource group related scenarios:

Option Description Requirements Permissions Termination

Provide a single existing
resource group

Provide a single existing
resource group during
environment creation and
all CDP resources will be
provisioned into that single
resource group. No other
resource groups will be
created by CDP.

Disposition: / Status:
CB-14546 RAZ
requirements
You should select this
option if you are planning
to use Fine-grained access
control.

If planning to use Cloudera
Data Warehouse (CDW),
do not use an underscore
( _ ) when naming the
resource group and use a
short resource group name.
The name must be fewer
than 64 characters.

The scope of permissions
in the role definition
provided for CDP can
be reduced to only the
existing resource group
where you would like CDP
to create resources.

The resource group will
not be deleted when your
environment is terminated.

The VHDs copied into
your resource group during
environment creation
will not be deleted during
environment termination.
CDP preserves them
to speed up subsequent
environment deployments.

CDP creates multiple
resource groups

CDP can create multiple
resource groups. For the
list of all the resource
groups created, refer to
Azure resources used by
CDP.

Disposition: / Status:
CB-14546 RAZ
requirements
Do not use this option
if you are planning to
use fine-grained access
control.

N/A The scope of permissions
in the role definition
provided for CDP should
be the whole subscription.

The resource groups will
be deleted when your
environment is terminated,
except for the cloudbreak-
images resource group
(which stores VHDs for
VM deployment).

If you would like to provide your own resource group, you can create it using the following instructions:

• Manage Azure Resource Manager resource groups by using the Azure portal
• Manage Azure Resource Manager resource groups by using the Azure CLI
• Manage Azure Resource Manager resource groups by using the Azure PowerShell
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Related Information
Azure permissions

VNet and subnets
When registering an Azure environment in CDP, you will be asked to select a VNet and one or more subnets.

You have two options:

• Use your existing VNet and subnets for provisioning CDP resources.
• Have CDP create a new VNet and subnets. All CDP resources will be provisioned into this new VNet and subnets.

Note:

If you want to create an environment with cloud storage where access is allowed only from selected networks,
then you must provide your own existing network. Furthermore, ensure that the network service endpoint for
storage is placed on all the subnets and that the endpoint is connected to the storage account that you want to
use.

Existing VNet and subnets

If you would like to use your own VNet, it needs to fulfill the following requirements:

• The VNet has at least one subnet. If you are planning to run more than Data Hub, you need additional subnets as
specified in  VNet and subnet planning.

• VNet should be able to make an outbound connection with the internet or set of CIDRs and ports provided by
Cloudera.

• If you would like to deploy Data Warehouse in your environment, make sure Azure VNet subnets are large
enough to support the DW load. When an Azure environment is activated for DW service, an Azure Kubernetes
Service (AKS) cluster is provisioned in your subscription. The AKS cluster uses the Azure Container Networking
Interface (CNI) plug-in for Kubernetes. This plug-in assigns IP addresses for every pod running inside the
Kubernetes cluster. By default, the maximum number of pods per node is 30. This means that you need
approximately 3,200 IP addresses for a 99-node cluster. if you activate an environment for DW service, make sure
that the subnets are large enough on the Azure VNet for the DW load. Cloudera recommends using a CIDR/20
subnet or larger.

• Configure service endpoints as described in Set up service endpoint for network. If you would like to use private
endpoints instead of service endpoints for Data Lake and Data Hub, meet the requirements described in Private
endpoint for PostgreSQL; However, if you would like to use the Data Warehouse service, you still need service
endpoints regardless of what you choose for Data Lake and Data Hub.

• If you would like to deploy Machine Learning, note that each CML workspace requires its own subnet.
• If you would like to deploy Data Engineering, note that each Data Engineeering Service requires its own subnet.

Warning:

Be careful if deploying into an existing subnet that has an existing Network Security Group (NSG) applied
to it. In such case, there is an NSG present at VM (NIC) level and subnet level at the same time. This can
cause a problem because the two settings are evaluated independently (For incoming traffic, the NSG set at
the subnet level is evaluated first, then the NSG set at the VM (NIC) level. For outgoing traffic the evaluation
is the reverse), and if an "allow" rule does not exist at both levels, the traffic will not be admitted. Therefore,
if you need to use such a setup, you should ensure that the "allow" rule exists on both levels.

Verify the limits of the VNet and subnets available in your Azure subscription to ensure that you have enough
resources to create clusters in CDP.

VNets can be created and managed from the Azure Portal > Virtual Networks. For detailed instructions on how to
create a new VNet on Azure, refer to Create a virtual network using the Azure portal in Azure documentation.  
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Egress connectivity for existing VNets and subnets

When you deploy an environment with an existing network of your own configuration, it is your responsibility to
create egress connectivity for the required subnets in your VNet. Egress connectivity can be accomplished through a
NAT gateway setup or user-defined routing. Alternatively you can create a secondary load balancer for public egress.
See Azure Load Balancers in Data Lake and Data Hub for more information.

New VNet and subnets

If you would like CDP to create a new VNet, you will need to specify a valid CIDR in IPv4 range that will be used
to define the range of private IPs for VM instances provisioned into these subnets. Default is 10.10.0.0/16. Consider
changing the IP range to correspond to corporate policies for standardized IP address ranges. The CIDR must match
the <network mask>/16 pattern.

By default CDP creates more than 30 subnets and divides the address space as follows:

• 3 x /24 public subnets for Data Lake and Data Hub
• 3 x /19 private subnets for Data Warehouse
• 32 x /24 private subnets for Machine Learning and Data Engineering

Disposition: / Status:
add DF here?

• 3 x /19 private subnets reserved for future use

You can disable creating private subnets, in which case only 3 public subnets will be created.

For more information about VNet and subnets, refer to the following VNet and subnet planning documentation.

Egress connectivity for new VNets and subnets

If you are creating a new network during environment registration, CDP ensures that egress connectivity is available.
If the "Create Public IPs" option and Public Endpoint Access Gateway are disabled in your network, a separate load
balancer is created for egress, though this load balancer requires certain public IP permissions that are granted as part
of the required Azure permissions. If either "Create Public IPs" or Public Endpoint Access Gateway is enabled, then a
public load balancer is created to handle both public ingress to port 443 and public egress.

Azure Load Balancers in Data Lake and Data Hub for more information.

Service endpoint for Azure Postgres
On Azure, the external PostgreSQL database can reach the network via a service endpoint or a private endpoint. If
you would like to use a service endpoint, before you can set up an external database for a given network, you must
enable service endpoints for all subnets where the database should be reachable.

Note:  Service endpoints are firewall rules that allow traffic only from those subnets where you explicitly
granted permission. Therefore, when using service endpoints for Azure Postgres, the external database still
needs to have public access enabled.

Set up a service endpoint via Azure Portal

1. From the Azure portal, go to the VNet for which you want to add service endpoints.
2. From the menu in the left pane, select Service endpoints.
3. In the Service endpoints window, click the + Add button.
4. In the pop up window, select:

• Service:

• Microsoft.Sql
• Microsoft Storage (optional: only needed if you are using Data Warehouse)

• Subnets: Select all subnets for which you want to apply the service endpoint
5. Click Add.
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Set up a service endpoint via ARM template

If you are using ARM templates to create your infrastructure, you can add the serviceEndpoints section to your
template:

For example:

"subnets": [
        {
            "name": "<YOUR-SUBNET-NAME>",
            "properties": {
                "addressPrefix": "<YOUR-SUBNET-PREFIX>",
                "serviceEndpoints": [
                    {
                        "service": "Microsoft.Sql"
                    },
                    {
                        "service": "Microsoft.Storage"
                    }
                ]
            }
        }
    ] 

Related Information
Private endpoint for Azure Postgres

Private endpoint for Azure Postgres
Disposition: / Status:
CB-16291 Private DNS - I updated the content below.
By default CDP uses service endpoints, but you can select to use private endpoints instead. During environment
registration you can optionally select the “Create Private Endpoint” option to use private endpoints instead of using a
service endpoint. Currently, only one service or private endpoint is used, for Azure Postgres.

Azure Postgres service can be reached via the following two methods, both of which are designed to allow customers
to restrict who connects to the Azure Postgres service:

• Service endpoints (Created by default)

• When a service endpoint is used, a database server must have a public IP address. This means the traffic is
leaving their virtual network.

• A service endpoint helps with the possibility of creating a firewall filter to allow connections only from the
subnet explicitly linked to a given Postgres instance.

• Private endpoints (Created instead of a service endpoint only if explicitly enabled)

• A private endpoint makes it possible to connect to an Azure Postgres server instance over a private IP address
from the VNet, always ensuring traffic stays within your VNet hence increasing security.

• A private endpoint consists of a network interface using a private IP in the VNet, and a DNS service that will
resolve the FQDN of a server to the private IP address.

For more general information, see Use Virtual Network service endpoints and rules for Azure Database for
PostgreSQL - Single Server and Private Link for Azure Database for PostgreSQL-Single server.

Private DNS options

CDP supports using private endpoints with an existing private DNS zone that can be either pre-created and provided
by you, or created by CDP.

When using a private endpoint for Azure Postgres, an Azure private DNS zone is used for the DNS service resolving
the FQDN to the private IP. CDP offers two options. The DNS zone can be:
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• Created and managed entirely by CDP (you select “Create new private DNS zone” during environment
registration), or

• Created by you before registering an environment (you pre-create the DNS zone and select it during environment
registration). You need to provide access for discovery, validation, and adding and removing DNS A records.

Private endpoints (with either of the two DNS options) can only be used with a single customer-provided resource
group. They cannot be used with CDP-created multiple resource groups.

You can only use private endpoints with your own private DNS zone if you specify an existing VNet for the
environment. If you choose that CDP creates a new VNet and enables private endpoints, CDP is going to manage the
private DNS zone for you.

Depending on whether you prefer to bring your own DNS or have CDP create and manage it, refer to the following
documentation:
Disposition: / Status:
CB-16291 Private DNS - Please click on each of the links below and review the content.

Using CDP-managed private DNS
Review this documentation if you are planning to use a private endpoint for Azure Postgres with a CDP-managed
DNS.
Requirements and limitations
The following limitations apply when using a CDP-managed private DNS:

• Only Azure’s private DNS zone is supported. Using an on-premise DNS is not supported.
• Private endpoints can only be used with a single customer-provided resource group. They cannot be used

with CDP-created multiple resource groups. When creating an environment from the UI, the “Create Private
Endpoints” option is disabled if you select the option for CDP to create multiple resource groups. If using CDP
CLI, a validation error appears if this option is used with CDP creating multiple resource groups.

• The private DNS zone must be in the single existing resource group, even if the VNet is located elsewhere. This is
because:

• Microsoft requires that the DNS zone has a fixed name.
• A VNet cannot have links to two different DNS zones with the same name.
• It is not possible to check if a VNet already has a DNS zone with a given name attached to it.

• Only one resource group can have private endpoints with a given VNet. This is because:

• Only one DNS zone with a given name can be linked to a VNet.
• That DNS zone must be in the single resource group where all the resources are located.

• The private DNS zone and virtual network links are shared within the single resource group. The first environment
ever created in that resource group will create them. They will never be deleted by CDP.

• The private DNS zone creation cannot be turned off. There is no option to create private endpoints but not create a
private DNS zone. You can, however, choose to specify your own existing private DNS zone. See Bringing your
own private DNS.

Prerequisites
In order to use a CDP-managed private DNS, you should meet the following prerequisites:

1. Disable private endpoint network policies on page 23
2. Review DNS zones existing in your resource group on page 24
3. Ensure that CDP has adequate permissions on page 24

Disable private endpoint network policies

Only subnets that have private endpoint network policies turned off are eligible for private endpoint creation, because
network security groups (NSG) are not supported for private endpoints.

You can use the following Azure CLI command to disable private endpoint network policies for a certain subnet:

az network vnet subnet update \
  --name <subnet-name> \
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  --resource-group <resource-group-name> \
  --vnet-name <vnet-name> \
  --disable-private-endpoint-network-policies true

For example:

az network vnet subnet update \
  --name default-2 \
  --resource-group my-cdp-rg \
  --vnet-name my-azure-vnet \
  --disable-private-endpoint-network-policies true

Review DNS zones existing in your resource group

If you want CDP to create and manage the private DNS zone, review the DNS zones that exist in the resource group
that you are planning to use for CDP and make sure that one of the following is true:

• No private DNS zone named “privatelink.postgres.database.azure.com“ is connected to the VNnet.
• If there is a private DNS zone named “privatelink.postgres.database.azure.com“ connected to the VNet, verify that

the zone is located in the existing resource group that you are planning to use for CDP. If the private DNS zone is
already used for one environment, CDP can reuse it for another environment.

Ensure that CDP has adequate permissions

Ensure that the role that you are using for the Azure credential has the permissions mentioned in Role definition 2:
Allows CDP to access and use only a single existing resource group and create private endpoints.

Related Information
Manage network policies for private endpoints

Bringing your own private DNS
Review this documentation if you are planning to use a private endpoint for Azure Postgres with your own private
DNS.

Requirements and limitations
The following limitations apply when using your own private DNS:

• Only Azure’s private DNS zone is supported. Using an on-prem DNS is not supported.
• Private endpoints can only be used with a single customer-provided resource group. They cannot be used

with CDP-created multiple resource groups. When creating an environment from the UI, the “Create Private
Endpoints” option is disabled if you select the option for CDP to create multiple resource groups. If using CDP
CLI, a validation error appears if this option is used with CDP creating multiple resource groups.

• You can only use private endpoints with your own private DNS zone if you specify an existing VNet for the
environment. If you chose CDP to create your network and enable private endpoints, then CDP is going to manage
the private DNS zone for you.

• The private DNS zone provided to CDP must have the name “privatelink.postgres.database.azure.com“.
Furthermore, it must be in a subscription that is accessible to the service principal used by the CDP app-based
credential; That is, the subscription where the private DNS zone is created must be in the same tenant where the
service principal is located.

Prerequisites
When bringing your own private DNS, you should meet the following prerequisites:

Disable private endpoint network policies

Only subnets that have private endpoint network policies turned off are eligible for private endpoint creation, because
network security groups (NSG) are not supported for private endpoints.
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You can use the following Azure CLI command to disable private endpoint network policies for a certain subnet:

az network vnet subnet update \
  --name <subnet-name> \
  --resource-group <resource-group-name> \
  --vnet-name <vnet-name> \
  --disable-private-endpoint-network-policies true

For example:

az network vnet subnet update \
  --name default-2 \
  --resource-group my-cdp-rg \
  --vnet-name my-azure-vnet \
  --disable-private-endpoint-network-policies true

Create a private DNS zone and link it to your VNet

If you choose to provide your own Azure private DNS zone then you should:

1. Create a private DNS zone with the name “privatelink.postgres.database.azure.com“ in any subscription accessible
to the service principal used by the CDP app-based credential; That is, the subscription where the private DNS
zone is created must be in the same tenant where the service principal is located.

To create a private DNS zone, you can use the following Azure CLI command:

az network private-dns zone create \    
    --name privatelink.postgres.database.azure.com \
    --resource-group <YOUR_DNS_RESOURCE_GROUP> \
    --subscription <YOUR_SUBSCRIPTION_FOR_DNS>

2. Link it to the VNet that you are planning to use for the CDP environment.

You can do this using the following Azure CLI command:

az network private-dns link vnet create \
    --name <DESIRED_LINK_NAME> \
    --resource-group <YOUR_VNET_RESOURCE_GROUP> \
    --zone-name privatelink.postgres.database.azure.com \
    --virtual-network <YOUR_VNET_RESOURCE_ID> \
    --subscription <YOUR_VNET_SUBSCRIPTION> 

Ensure that CDP has adequate permissions

Ensure that the role that you are using for the Azure credential has the permissions mentioned in Role definition 2:
Allows CDP to access and use only a single existing resource group and create private endpoints.

Additionally, if your DNS zone is outside of the single resource group that you are planning to provide to CDP, the
following additional permissions are required for the service principal to be able to discover, validate, and use the
DNS zone (add and remove A records). These additional permissions need to be included in a separate role definition
and assigned separately.

The placeholders in bold must be replaced with actual values:

• {SUBSCRIPTION-ID} - The ID of the subscription where the DNS zone is located.
• {RESOURCE-GROUP-NAME} - The name of the resource group where the DNS zone is located.

{
    "Name": "Cloudera Management Console Azure Operator for Using Private 
DNS Zones",
    "IsCustom": true,
    "Description": "Can list, validate and use private DNS zones",
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    "Actions": [
      "Microsoft.Network/privateEndpoints/privateDnsZoneGroups/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateEndpoints/privateDnsZoneGroups/write",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateDnsZones/join/action",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateDnsZones/read",
      "Microsoft.Network/privateDnsZones/virtualNetworkLinks/read"
    ],
    "NotActions": [],
    "DataActions": [
    ],
    "NotDataActions": [],
    "AssignableScopes": [
      "/subscriptions/{SUBSCRIPTION-ID}/resourcegroups/{RESOURCE-GROUP-
NAME}"
    ]
  }

Related Information
Manage network policies for private endpoints

Quickstart: Create an Azure private DNS zone using the Azure portal

Resources created under the hood
Creating a CDP environment on Azure with private endpoints in CDP involves creating several Azure resources, all
of which are necessary to have a private endpoint setup that works out-of-the-box.

These create a setup where:

• A private endpoint to the Postgres server can be reached.
• A network interface with only a private IP address exists in the subnet where the private endpoint has been added.

This ensures that communication between CDP and the Azure Postgres server happens via a private IP address.
However, cluster services do need to contact the Postgres server via FQDN, so the address needs to be resolvable
from the VNet.

Resources created when using a CDP-managed private DNS zone

In the scenario where CDP creates the private DNS, several resources are created:

• A private DNS zone: It is a DNS zone, part of an Azure-hosted DNS server. It has a fixed name
(“privatelink.postgres.database.azure.com”).

• A virtual network link between the zone and a VNet where the domain resolution should happen.
• An “A“ record within the zone: FQDN to IP address resolution. There is no reverse lookup.
• Since communication can flow over a private IP address, CDP sets “Deny public access” on the Azure Postgres

server.

Note:

If there is a private DNS zone named “privatelink.postgres.database.azure.com” containing the required
virtual network link in the deployment’s resource group, CDP reuses it. The “A“ record and the network link
are created only if they do not already exist.

When you delete the environment, the DNS zone and the network link that you provided will not be deleted.

Resources created when using a your own private DNS zone

In this case the private DNS zone and the network link are provided by you and CDP creates the following:

• CDP creates an “A“ record within the zone: FQDN to IP address resolution. There is no reverse lookup.
• Since communication can flow over a private IP address, CDP sets “Deny public access” on the Azure Postgres

server.

When you delete the environment, the DNS zone and the network link that you provided will not be deleted.
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Related Information
Virtual network workloads without custom DNS server

Azure services DNS zone configuration

VNet and subnet planning
Whether you decide to use your own VNet for CDP or have CDP create one for you, you should carefully plan your
network, calculating and verifying the limits of the VNet and subnets available in your Azure subscription to ensure
that you have enough networking resources to create clusters in CDP.

When registering an Azure environment in CDP, you are asked to select a VNet and one or more subnets. You have
two options:

• CDP will create a new VNet and subnets
• Select a VNet and subnets that you previously created

In both cases, use this guide to calculate and verify the limits of the VNet and subnets available in your Azure
subscription to ensure that you have enough networking resources to create clusters in CDP.

Option 1: CDP creates the VNet and subnets

If you would like CDP to create a new VNet, you will need to specify a valid CIDR in IPv4 range that will be used to
define the range of private IPs for VM instances provisioned into these subnets. This must be a /16 CIDR, but you can
customize the IP Range. The default is 10.10.0.0/16.

You cannot use the following reserved CIDR blocks for your VNet:

• 10.0.0.0/16
• 10.244.0.0/16
• 172.17.0.1/16
• 10.20.0.0/16
• 10.244.0.0/16

CDP will divide this address range as follows:

• 32 x /24 subnets - Recommended for Machine Learning workspaces, Data Engineering Services, and DataFlow
Services.

• 3 x /19 subnets - Recommended for Data Warehouse service
• 3 x /19 subnets - Recommended for Data Lake and Data Hub
• 3 x /24 subnets - Reserved for future use

Note:

Not all subnets are used upon creation. Many of the above start getting used once you enable certain features
and create more workloads in CDP.

If you would like to have a minimal virtual network instead, you can use the guide outlined in the next option.

Option 2: Existing VNet and subnets

If you would like to use an existing VNet, the subnet requirements vary based on the services used. Below is a guide
for calculating network requirements per service.

In addition, make sure you follow the following guidelines:

• You cannot use the following reserved CIDR blocks for your VNet:

• 10.0.0.0/16
• 10.244.0.0/16
• 172.17.0.1/16
• 10.20.0.0/16
• 10.244.0.0/16
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• The Microsoft.Storage and Microsoft.SQL Service endpoints should be registered for all subnets that will be used
by CDP.

Subnets for Data Lake and Data Hub

Both Data Lake and DataHub share the same subnet, so only one subnet is required.

Cloudera recommends a minimum of a /24 CIDR. If you would like to use a smaller subnet, use the following
guidelines:

• One IP address is used for each VM
• One Light Duty Data Lake cluster uses three VMs
• A typical Data Hub cluster uses a minimum of four VMs as a starting point, but this number can be dynamically

scaled up or down
• Make sure you allocate enough IPs to handle each cluster running at peak capacity

Subnets for Data Warehouse

The Data Warehouse service needs one subnet. You can choose the specific subnet used by DW when you activate
Data Warehouse for an environment. This subnet should not be shared with any of the other CDP applications.

Cloudera recommends a /20 or larger subnet as it can be difficult to accurately predict the size of each VW due to
autoscaling.

If you would like to size the subnets to a smaller CIDR, the following guidelines assume that you are activating your
DW environment with the default settings (no overlay networks):

VM Purpose # VMs # pods per VM IPs per VM (1 for the
instance + 1 per pod)

Total IP addresses required

DW Shared Services -
(Shared among all VWs in
an environment)

3 30 31 93

Per Database Catalog

(One catalog is created
by default, you can create
additional catalogs)

2 30 31 62

Per Virtual Warehouse
(XS) - without
autoscaling*

2 10 11 22

Per Virtual Warehouse (S)
- without autoscaling*

10 10 11 110

Per Virtual Warehouse
(M) - without autoscaling*

20 10 11 220

Per Virtual Warehouse (L)
- without autoscaling*

40 10 11 440

If you would like to use a smaller subnet, you can enable the Overlay Networks feature for DW, which will provision
your AKS cluster with the kubenet network plugin instead of Azure CNI. When you use kubnet, you may need
to manage the Azure Route Table (UDR) manually in accordance with AKS documentation. In this case, use the
following table as your guideline:

VM Purpose # VMs Total IP addresses required

CDW Shared Services

(shared among all VWs in an environment)

3 3

Per Database Catalog

(One catalog is created by default, you can
create additional catalogs)

2 2
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Per Virtual Warehouse (XS) - without
autoscaling*

2 2

Per Virtual Warehouse (S) - without
autoscaling*

10 10

Per Virtual Warehouse (M) - without
autoscaling*

20 20

Virtual Warehouse (L) - without autoscaling* 40 40

* Each autoscaling activity can be treated as deploying a new Virtual Warehouse. For example, when a XS Virtual
Warehouse is scaled once, it uses four VMs instead of two.

Subnets for Machine Learning

Azure Files NFS v4.1 is a managed, POSIX compliant NFS service on Azure. The file share is used to store files for
the CML infrastructure and ML workspaces. This is the recommended NFS service for use with CML. You need one
separate subnet delegated to the Azure Files NFS service (all workspaces in a region will share this service). Cloudera
recommends a /28 subnet for this purpose.

You also need one subnet per each workspace that you plan to run. ML uses the Kubenet plugin to AKS and the
subnet used for a workspace cannot be shared with another workspace or another service. You can choose which
subnet is used by a workspace at the time of provisioning. Cloudera recommends a /25 CIDR for these subnet, but if
you would like to provide a custom range, the formula to calculate IP Addresses per workspace is as follows:

• Each workspace can grow up to 30 CPU worker nodes and 30 GPU workers; each node consumes one IP address.
• In addition, you need to allocate up to 11 IP address (6 infrastructure nodes and 5 for auxiliary networking usage).

For more information, see Network Planning for Cloudera Machine Learning on Azure.

Subnets for Data Engineering

Cloudera Data Engineering runs in the VNet registered in CDP as part of your Azure environment.

Each CDE service requires its own subnet. CDE on AKS uses the Kubenet CNI plugin provided by Azure. In
order to use Kubenet CNI, we need to create multiple smaller subnets when creating an Azure environment. It is
recommended to partition the vnet with subnets that is just the right size to fit the expected max nodes in the cluster.

Cloudera recommends a /24 CIDR for these subnet, but if you would like to provide a custom range, the formula to
calculate IP Addresses per CDE service is as follows:

• Each CDE service can scale up to 100 compute nodes; each node consumes one IP address.
• In addition, you need to allocate 3 IPs for the base infra nodes and 2 IP address per virtual cluster for the virtual

cluster service nodes.

Subnets for DataFlow

Cloudera DataFlow runs in the VNet registered in CDP as part of your Azure environment.

The DataFlow service requires its own subnet. DataFlow on AKS uses the Kubenet CNI plugin provided by Azure. In
order to use Kubenet CNI, create multiple smaller subnets when creating an Azure environment.

Cloudera recommends a /24 CIDR for these subnet, but if you would like to provide a custom range, the formula to
calculate the IP Addresses is as follows:

• Each DataFlow service can scale up to 50 compute nodes; each node consumes one IP address.
• In addition, allocate two IPs for the base infra nodes.

Network security groups
Network security groups (NSGs) determine the inbound and outbound traffic to and from your CDP environment.
That is, you should use security group settings to allow users from your organization access to CDP resources.

You have two options:
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• Use your existing security groups (recommended for production)
• Have CDP create new security groups

You should verify the security group limits in your Azure account to ensure that you can create security groups for
CDP.

Existing security groups

If you would like to create your own security groups, two security groups need to be created: the first security group
will be used for all gateway nodes and the second security groups will be used for all other nodes. The gateway nodes
communicate with the Management Console and therefore require additional ports. These security groups will be
applied when creating a data lake and FreeIPA during environment creation and when you create Data Hub clusters.

Review the following guidelines prior to adding security groups rules. This describes all the inbound ports that need
to be open and provides guidelines for what to enter as a source range:

Note:  The communication via TCP/UDP 0-65535 and ICMP is essential for healthy operation of CDP
environments, Data Hubs, and data services running within the VNet, so ensure that you open these ports
as described below. While some services only need well-known fixed ports, a majority of them depend on
ephemeral (i.e. dynamically or randomly allocated) ports; This is why the wildcard 0-65535 TCP/UDP port
range is used in the absence of a detailed breakdown of individual ports. Since overall access to the VNet is
typically secured by other means, the use of the wildcard rules does not pose a higher risk against external
attacks.

“Knox” security group

This is used for gateway nodes:

Protocol Port Range Source Description

TCP 22 Your CIDR This is an optional port for end
user SSH access to cluster hosts.
You should open it to your
organization’s CIDR.

TCP 443 Your CIDR and CDP CIDR This port is used to access the
Data Lake and Data Hub cluster
UIs via Knox gateway. You
must open this port to your
organization’s CIDR in order to
access cluster UIs.

When CCM is enabled, you only
need to set this to your CIDR.

TCP 9443 CDP CIDR This port is used by CDP to
maintain management control of
clusters and data lakes.

By default, when CDP creates the
security groups automatically, it
opens this port to the correct IP.

This port is not needed when
CCM is enabled.

TCP, UDP 0-65535 Your internal VNet CIDR (for
example 10.10.0.0/16).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

ICMP N/A Your internal VNet CIDR (for
example 10.10.0.0/16).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

"Default" security group

This is used for all nodes except Knox gateway nodes:
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Protocol Port Range Source Description

TCP 22 Your CIDR This is an optional port for end
user SSH access to the hosts.
You should open it to your
organization’s CIDR.

TCP 443 Your CIDR This port is only required if you
are planning to spin up Machine
Learning workspaces since
HTTPS access to ML workspaces
is available over port 443. If
you are not planning to use the
Machine Learning service, you do
not need to open this port.

TCP 9443 CDP CIDR This port is used by CDP to
maintain management control of
clusters and data lakes.

By default, when CDP creates the
security groups automatically, it
opens this port to the correct IP.

This port is not needed when
CCM is enabled.

TCP, UDP 0-65535 Your VNet CIDR (for example
10.10.0.0/16).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.
TCP port 5432 is used by the Data
Lake for communication with its
attached database.

ICMP N/A Your internal VNet CIDR (for
example 10.10.0.0/16).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

Security groups can be created and managed from the Azure Portal > Network Security Groups. For detailed
instructions on how to create new security groups on Azure, refer to Filter network traffic with a network security
group using the Azure portal.

On the Network Interface page > Settings, click Network security group.

On the Network Security Groups page, click Inbound Security Rules to view the list of rules.
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In the Inbound security rules tab, click Add.
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You need to create two security groups: Knox and Default (You will see this terminology in the Management Console
UI and CLI, so if you decide to choose different names, make sure that you are able to distinguish between the two
security groups).
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Note:

There is a known issue where even if you create and specify your own security groups the Data Warehouse
and Machine Learning services create their own security groups. For instructions on how to restrict access on
the security groups created by the Data Warehouse service, refer to  Restricting access to endpoints in AWS
environments.

New security groups

If you would like CDP to create the security groups for you, you need to provide a CIDR range for inbound traffic to
Azure instances from your organization. CDP creates multiple security groups: one for each Data Lake host group,
one for each FreeIPA host group, and one per host group when Data Hub, Data Warehouse, and Machine Learning
clusters are created. On these security groups, CDP opens ports as described in Default security group settings
documentation.

Note:

There is a known issue where even if you create and specify your own security groups, the Data Warehouse
and Machine Learning services create their own security groups. For instructions on how to restrict access on
the security groups created by the Data Warehouse service, refer to  Restricting access to endpoints in AWS
environments.

Related Information
Restricting access for CDP services that create their own security groups on Azure

Default security group settings on Azure
Navigation title: Default Azure security groups

Depending on what you chose during environment creation, CDP can create security groups for your environment
automatically or you can provide your own security groups.

Note:

Even if you create and specify your own security groups, the Data Warehouse and Machine Learning services
create their own security groups. Refer to Restricting access for CDP services that create their own security
groups on Azure for instructions on how to restrict access.

Note:  The communication via TCP/UDP 0-65535 and ICMP is essential for healthy operation of CDP
environments, Data Hubs, and data services running within the VNet, so ensure that you open these ports
as described below. While some services only need well-known fixed ports, a majority of them depend on
ephemeral (i.e. dynamically or randomly allocated) ports; This is why the wildcard 0-65535 TCP/UDP port
range is used in the absence of a detailed breakdown of individual ports. Since overall access to the VNet is
typically secured by other means, the use of the wildcard rules does not pose a higher risk against external
attacks.

Environment security groups

Depending on what you chose during environment creation, CDP can create security groups for your environment
automatically or you can provide your own security groups.

• If you choose to use your own security groups, you are asked to create Knox and Default security groups as
described in the Security groups documentation.

• If you choose for CDP to create all security groups required for an environment, the following security groups are
created:

Data Lake: master

Azure naming convention: master${dl-name}${numeric-id}sg
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Protocol Port Range Source Description

TCP 22 Your CIDR This is an optional port for end
user SSH access to cluster hosts.
You should open it to your
organization’s CIDR.

TCP 443 Your CIDR and CDP CIDR This port is used to access
the Data Lake and Data Hub
cluster UIs via Knox gateway.
You should open it to your
organization’s CIDR in order to
access cluster UIs.

This port is also required if you
are planning to spin up Machine
Learning workspaces since
HTTPS access to ML workspaces
is available over port 443. If
you are not planning to use the
Machine Learning service, you do
not need to open this port.

When CCM is enabled, you only
need to set this to your CIDR.

TCP 9443 CDP CIDR This port is used by CDP to
maintain management control of
clusters and data lakes.

This port is not used when CCM
is enabled.

TCP, UDP 0-65535 Your VNet’s CIDR (for example
10.10.0.0/16) and your subnet’s
CIDR (for example 10.0.2.0/24).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

ICMP N/A Your internal VNet CIDR (for
example 10.10.0.0/16).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

Data Lake: IDBroker

AWS naming convention: ${environment-name}-${random-id}-ClusterNodeSecurityGroupidbroker-${random-id}

Azure naming convention: idbroker${dl-name}${numeric-id}sg

Protocol Port Range Source Description

TCP 22 Your CIDR This is an optional port for end
user SSH access to cluster hosts.

TCP, UDP 0-65535 Your VNet’s CIDR (for example
10.10.0.0/16) and your subnet’s
CIDR (for example 10.0.2.0/24).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

ICMP N/A Your internal VNet CIDR (for
example 10.10.0.0/16).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

FreeIPA

Azure naming convention: master0-${env-name}freeipa${numeric-id}sg

Protocol Port Range Source Description

TCP 22 Your CIDR This is an optional port for end
user SSH access to cluster hosts.
You should open it to your
organization’s CIDR.
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Protocol Port Range Source Description

TCP 9443 CDP CIDR This port is used by CDP to
maintain management control of
clusters and data lakes.

This port is not used when CCM
is enabled.

TCP, UDP 0-65535 Your VNet’s CIDR (for example
10.10.0.0/16) and your subnet’s
CIDR (for example 10.0.2.0/24).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

ICMP N/A Your internal VNet CIDR (for
example 10.10.0.0/16).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

Data Hub security groups

Depending on what you chose during environment creation, CDP can create security groups for your Data Hub
clusters automatically or it can use your pre-created security groups:

• If during environment creation, you provided your own security groups, CDP uses these security groups when
deploying clusters.

• If during environment creation you chose for CDP to create new security groups, new security groups are created
for each Data Hub cluster as follows:

Data Hub: master

Azure naming convention: ${hostgroup-name}${dh-name}${numeric-id}sg

Protocol Port Range Source Description

TCP 22 Your CIDR This is an optional port for end
user SSH access to cluster hosts.
You should open it to your
organization’s CIDR.

TCP 443 Your CIDR and CDP CIDR This port is used to access
the Data Lake and Data Hub
cluster UIs via Knox gateway.
You should open it to your
organization’s CIDR in order to
access cluster UIs.

When CCM is enabled, you only
need to set this to your CIDR.

TCP 9443 CDP CIDR This port is used by CDP to
maintain management control of
clusters and data lakes.

This port is not used when CCM
is enabled.

TCP, UDP 0-65535 Your VNet’s CIDR (for example
10.10.0.0/16) and your subnet’s
CIDR (for example 10.0.2.0/24).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

ICMP N/A Your internal VNet CIDR (for
example 10.10.0.0/16).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

Data Hub: worker

Azure naming convention: ${hostgroup-name}${dh-name}${numeric-id}sg
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Protocol Port Range Source Description

TCP 22 Your CIDR This is an optional port for end
user SSH access to cluster hosts.

TCP, UDP 0-65535 Your VNet’s CIDR (for example
10.10.0.0/16) and your subnet’s
CIDR (for example 10.0.2.0/24).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

ICMP N/A Your internal VNet CIDR (for
example 10.10.0.0/16).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

Hub: compute

Azure naming convention: ${hostgroup-name}${dh-name}${numeric-id}sg

Protocol Port Range Source Description

TCP 22 Your CIDR This is an optional port for end
user SSH access to cluster hosts.

TCP, UDP 0-65535 Your VNet’s CIDR (for example
10.10.0.0/16) and your subnet’s
CIDR (for example 10.0.2.0/24).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

ICMP N/A Your internal VNet CIDR (for
example 10.10.0.0/16).

This is required for internal
communication within the VNet.

Data Warehouse security groups

CDP always creates new security groups when Cloudera Data Warehouses (CDW) are deployed.

Machine Learning security groups

CDP always creates new security groups when Cloudera Machine Learning (CML) workspaces are deployed.

Data Engineering security groups

CDP always creates new security groups when Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) clusters are deployed.

DataFlow security groups

Disposition: / Status:
DF draft: not for live site until March 18, 2021
CDP always creates new security groups when Cloudera DataFlow (CDF) environments are enabled.

SSH key pair
When registering an environment, you will be asked to upload an SSH key pair. The minimum SSH key size is 2048
bits.

The SSH key will be used for root-level access to Data Lake and Data Hub instances.

If you need to generate an SSH key, you can use typical SSH key generation steps, such as those described in Quick
steps: Create and use an SSH public-private key pair for Linux VMs in Azure .

Virtual machines
CDP provisions Virtual machines (VMs) as part of the environment creation process (for Data Lake and FreeIPA) and
for compute clusters.
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Therefore, you should verify the limits on the number and type of VM instances in your Azure account to ensure that
you are able to provision an environment and create clusters in CDP.

CDP supports Azure reserved VM instances; That is, If you have purchased reserved instances, CDP uses them
automatically according to Azure policy.

CDP provides default Virtual Hard Drives (VHDs) and provisions managed images based on these VHDs. These
managed images are used for Data Lake, FreeIPA, and compute cluster instances.

For a list of supported VM types, refer to Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) Public Cloud service rates.

Custom images
By default CDP provides a set of default images that are used for all provisioned VMs, but you can optionally use
custom images for Data Lake, FreeIPA, and Data Hub.

You might require a custom image for compliance or security reasons (a “hardened” image), or to have your own
packages pre-installed on the image, for example monitoring tools or software.

If you would like to use custom images instead of the default images, refer to Custom images and image catalogs.

ADLS Gen2 and managed identities for logs, backups, and data storage
Navigation title: Azure cloud storage prerequisites

CDP requires that you create and provide an Azure Data Lake Store Gen 2 (ADLS Gen2) storage account and create
a container within it for storing workload data and logs. Furthermore, in order for CDP to be able to access this
container, you must create and assign managed identities.

You must provide the following:

• Create an ADLS Gen2 storage account with hierarchical namespace enabled. The storage account must be in the
same region as the environment.

• You must create and provide multiple user-assigned managed identities that allow access to the ADLS Gen2
location.

For more information about the ADLS Gen2 container and managed identities setup, refer to the
following documentation:

Minimal setup for cloud storage
This minimal secure setup uses one ADLS Gen2 storage account with multiple containers in it, and multiple managed
identities where each managed identity has at least one role assigned.

ADLS Gen2 storage account

You should create one ADLS Gen2 storage account with two containers within it (one for Storage Location Base
and another for Logs Location Base). Additionally, you can specify a container for Backup Location Base to store
FreeIPA and Data Lake backup data separately from logs:

• One ADLS Gen2 container is required to use as Storage Location Base such as abfs://storagefs@mydatalake.
dfs.core.windows.net where mydatalake is your storage account name and storagefs is your container name. The
Storage Location Base is used for storing workload data and Ranger audits.

• One ADLS Gen2 container is required to use as Logs Location Base such as abfs://logsfs@mydatalake.dfs.core.wi
ndows.net where mydatalake is your storage account name and logsfs is your container name. The Logs Location
Base is used for Data Lake, FreeIPA and Data Hub logs, and FreeIPA and Data Lake backups.

Note:  Ranger audits are stored under Storage Location Base and not under Logs Location Base. The Logs
Location Base is used for Data Lake, Data Hub and FreeIPA logs and, if no separate container is provided,
FreeIPA backups.

• (Optional) One optional ADLS Gen2 container to use as Backup Location Base such as abfs://backupfs@myda
talake.dfs.core.windows.net where mydatalake is your storage account name and backupfs is your container name.
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The Backup Location Base is used for FreeIPA and Data Lake backups. If a separate container is not provided, the
backups are stored in the Logs Location Base.

Storage Location Base examples

abfs://storagefs@mydatalake.dfs.core.windows.net

Ranger Audit Logs abfs://storagefs@mydatalake.dfs.core.windows.net/ranger/audit

Logs Location Base examples

abfs://logsfs@mydatalake.dfs.core.windows.net

FreeIPA Logs abfs://logsfs@mydatalake.dfs.core.windows.net/cluster-logs/freeipa

If your environment was created prior to February 2021, this is abfs://
logsfs@mydatalake.dfs.core.windows.net/freeipa

Backup Location Base examples

If you specify a separate container for FreeIPA backups, the backups are written to that container:

abfs://backupfs@mydatalake.dfs.core.windows.net

FreeIPA Backup abfs://backupfs@mydatalake.dfs.core.windows.net/cluster-backups/
freeipa

If the separate container is not provided, the FreeIPA backups are written to the Logs Location Base. In both cases,
the same cluster-backups/freeipa directory structure is created within the container.

Managed identities

You should create four managed identities.

The IDBroker component of CDP uses user-assigned managed identities for controlling access to ADLS Gen2 and
stores and manages the mappings between the services/users and the corresponding managed identities. The following
managed identities must be created:

Managed identity Description Steps

Assumer (Required) During Data Lake cluster creation, CDP
attaches this identity to the IDBroker VM.
IDBroker then uses it to attach the other
managed identities to the IDBroker VM.
Once these identities are attached to the VM,
IDBroker can acquire an access token for them
(to eliminate the need to store credentials in
the application).

1. Create a managed identity.
2. Assign the Virtual Machine Contributor

and Managed Identity Operator roles to
this managed identity on the scope of the
subscription.

3. Assign the Storage Blob Data Contributor
role to this managed identity on the scope
of the Logs Location Base and Backup
Location Base (if created) containers
created for CDP.

Data Lake Admin (Required) This managed identity is used for CDP
services to access data.

1. Create a managed identity.
2. Assign the Storage Blob Data Owner role

to this managed identity on the scope of
the three containers (Storage Location
Base, Logs Location Base, and Backup
Location Base if it exists) created for
CDP.
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Managed identity Description Steps

Ranger Audit Logger (Required) This managed identity is used by Ranger to
write audits.

1. Create a managed identity.
2. Assign the Storage Blob Data Contributor

role to this managed identity on the scope
of the Storage Location Base container
created for CDP.

3. Additionally, if you created a separate
container for Backup Location Base,
assign the Storage Blob Data Contributor
role to this managed identity on the scope
of the Backup Location Base. Otherwise,
assign it on the Logs Location Base
container.

Logger (Required) This managed identity is used by CDP to write
telemetry logs.

1. Create a managed identity.
2. Assign Storage Blob Data Contributor

role to this managed identity on the scope
of the Logs Location Base and Backup
Location Base (if created) created for
CDP.

Ranger RAZ (Optional) This managed identity is only required if
you are planning to use Fine-grained access
control.

It is used by CDP to orchestrate fine-grained
access control to your data storage location.

1. Create a managed identity.
2. Assign the Storage Blob Data Owner

role and the Storage Blob Delegator to
this managed identity on the scope of the
ADLS Gen2 storage account created for
CDP.

If you prefer not to assign the Storage
Blob Data Owner role, you can Create a
custom role to use in RAZ-enabled Azure
environment and assign that role and the
Storage Blob Delegator instead.

The following diagram illustrates the minimal required setup where Backup Location Base is in the same location as
the Logs Location Base:

The following diagram illustrates the minimal required setup where Backup Location Base and Logs Location Base
are separate:
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If you are planning to use fine-grained access control, one additional managed identity is required, as illustrated in the
following diagrams.

The first diagram illustrates the scenario where Backup Location Base is in the same location as the Logs Location
Base:

The second diagram illustrates the scenario where Backup Location Base and Logs Location Base are separate:
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The following documentation provides detailed steps on how to create this setup. The steps involve:

1. Creating an ADLS Gen2 storage account and containers
2. Creating managed identities for the minimal setup
3. Providing the parameters in the CDP UI

Creating ADLS Gen2 storage account and containers
Navigation title: Create storage account

Create a resource group and then create a storage account and two containers within it. The storage account must have
the hierarchical namespace enabled.

1. First, create a resource group that can act as a logical grouping of storage accounts. To create the resource group,
follow the steps described in Create resource groups in Azure docs. Make sure to create it in the specific region
that you would like to use for your environment.
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2. Next, create an ADLS Gen2 storage account. In our example setup, the storage account name is my-datalake. To
create the storage account, follow the Create an account using the Azure portal in Azure docs. In the Advanced
> Data Lake Storage Gen2 section, make sure to Enable hierarchical namespace:

Note:  You can reuse the same resource group that you created for the storage account or you can
optionally create a new resource group that can act as a logical grouping of managed identities.

3. After creating an ADLS Gen 2 storage account, create two containers within it (one for Storage Location Base and
another for Logs Location Base). You can also optionally create a third container for Backup Location Base.

To create a container, follow the usual steps:

a. On Azure Portal, navigate to Storage Accounts > your newly created storage account > Containers >
+Container.

b. Provide a name for your container and click OK.

Repeat these steps to create all required containers. In our example setup, the containers are called storagefs, logs
fs, and backupfs.

Once you have created the storage account and container, note the created resources in the following format:

abfs://$[container-name]@$[storage-account-name].dfs.core.windows.net

For example, in our example setup, we created the following two containers:

abfs://storagefs@mydatalake.dfs.core.windows.net

abfs://logsfs@mydatalake.dfs.core.windows.net

abfs://backupfs@mydatalake.dfs.core.windows.net

Creating Azure managed identities
Navigation title: Create managed identities

Once you’ve created the storage account and file system within it, create the managed identities and then assign roles
with specific scopes to these identities.

You can reuse the same resource group that you created for the storage account or you can optionally create a new
resource group that can act as a logical grouping of managed identities.
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You need to create four or five managed identities (Assumer, Data Lake Admin, Ranger Audit Logger, Logger, and
optionally the Ranger RAZ). Use the following steps to create these managed identities:

1. On Azure Portal, navigate to Managed Identities.
2. Click +Add.
3. Specify managed identity name and select the resource group that you created earlier.

Repeat these steps to create each of the four managed identities. Once you’ve created these managed identities, assign
roles with specific scopes (subscription or storage account) to these identities as follows.

Create the Assumer identity

Assign the Virtual Machine Contributor role and the Managed Identity Operator role to the Assumer managed
identity on subscription level and then assign the Storage Blob Data Contributor on the scope of the container created
earlier for Logs Location Base.

Steps

1. Navigate to Subscriptions > your subscription > Access Control (IAM).
2. Click +Add.
3. Under Add role assignment:

a. Under Role, select Virtual Machine Contributor.
b. Under Assign access to, select User assigned managed identity.
c. Under Select, select the Assumer managed identity created earlier.
d. Click Save.

4. Repeat the role assignment steps 2-3, but this time assign the Managed Identity Operator role to the Assumer
Identity.

Next, assign the Storage Blob Data Contributor role to the Assumer managed identity on the scope of the containers
created earlier for Logs Location Base and Backup Location Base (if separate):

1. Navigate to Storage accounts > your storage account > Containers > your container > Access Control (IAM).
2. Click +Add > Add role assignment.
3. Under Add role assignment:

a. Under Role, select Storage Blob Data Contributor.
b. Under Assign access to, select User assigned managed identity.
c. Under Select, select the Assumer managed identity created earlier.
d. Click Save.

Create the Data Lake Admin identity

Assign the Storage Blob Data Owner role to the Data Lake Admin managed identity on the scope of the two
containers created earlier for Storage Location Base and Logs Location Base, and to the Backup Location Base
container if it exists. You need to do this separately for each of the containers.

Steps

1. Navigate to Storage accounts > your storage account > Containers > your container > Access Control (IAM).
2. Click +Add > Add role assignment.
3. Under Add role assignment:

a. Under Role, select Storage Blob Data Owner.
b. Under Assign access to, select User assigned managed identity.
c. Under Select, select the Data Lake Admin managed identity created earlier.
d. Click Save.

Repeat the steps for the second container and for the third container (if you created it).
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Create the Ranger Audit Logger identity

Assign the Storage Blob Data Contributor role to the Ranger Audit Logger managed identity on the scope of the
container created earlier for Storage Location Base. If you created a separate container for Backup Location Base, you
should also repeat these steps on the container created earlier for Backup Location Base. Otherwise, they should be
repeated on the Logs Location Base container.

Steps

1. Navigate to Storage accounts > your storage account > Containers > your container > Access Control (IAM).
2. Click +Add > Add role assignment.
3. Under Add role assignment:

a. Under Role, select Storage Blob Data Contributor.
b. Under Assign access to, select User assigned managed identity.
c. Under Select, select the Ranger Audit Logger managed identity created earlier.
d. Click Save.

Repeat the steps for the second container and for the third container (if you created it).

Create the Logger identity

Assign the Storage Blob Data Contributor role to the Logger managed identity on the scope of the container created
earlier for Logs Location Base. If you created a separate container for Backup Location Base, you should also assign
the same role to the same managed identity on the scope of the container created earlier for Backup Location Base.

Steps

1. Navigate to Storage accounts > your storage account > Containers > your container > Access Control (IAM).
2. Click +Add > Add role assignment.
3. Under Add role assignment:

a. Under Role, select Storage Blob Data Contributor.
b. Under Assign access to, select User assigned managed identity.
c. Under Select, select the Logger managed identity created earlier.
d. Click Save.

4. If you created a separate container for Backup Location Base, you should perform steps 1-3 to also assign the
Storage Blob Data Contributor role to the Logger managed identity on the scope of the container created earlier
for Backup Location Base.

Create the Ranger RAZ identity (Optional)

If you would like to use Fine-grained access control, you should create the Ranger RAZ managed identity. Assign the
Storage Blob Data Owner role and the Storage Blob Delegator role to the Ranger RAZ managed identity on the scope
of the storage account that you created earlier (which contains the Storage Location Base and Logs Location Base).

Steps

1. Navigate to Storage accounts > your storage account > Access Control (IAM).
2. Click +Add > Add role assignment.
3. Under Add role assignment:

a. Under Role, select Storage Blob Data Owner.
b. Under Assign access to, select User assigned managed identity.
c. Under Select, select the Ranger RAZ managed identity created earlier.
d. Click Save.

4. Repeat the role assignment steps 2-3, but this time assign the Storage Blob Delegator role to the Ranger RAZ
managed identity.
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After performing these steps, you should have the required managed identities created and their roles assigned on the
correct scope.

Providing the parameters in the CDP UI
Navigation title: Provide the resources in CDP

Once you’ve created the ADLS Gen2 location and the required managed identities, provide the information related to
these resources in the Register Environment wizard.

Parameter Description

Data Access and Audit

Assumer Identity Select the Assumer identity created earlier.

Storage Location Base Enter the Storage Location Base created earlier. In our example this
was abfs://storagefs@mydatalake.dfs.core.windows.net, so you should
enter storagefs@mydatalake.

Data Access Identity Select the Data Lake Admin identity created earlier.

Ranger Audit Identity Select the Ranger Audit identity created earlier.

Fine-grained access control on ADLS Gen2

Enable Ranger authorization for ADLS Gen2

Select Azure managed identity for Ranger authorization

If you would like to use Fine-grained access control, click on "Enable
Ranger authorization for ADLS Gen2". Next, select the Ranger RAZ
identity created earlier.

Logs

Logger Identity Select the Logger identity created earlier.

Logs Location Base Enter the Logs Location Base created earlier. In our example this was
abfs://logsfs@mydatalake.dfs.core.windows.net, so you should enter
logsfs@mydatalake.

Backup Location Base (Optional) If you created it, enter the Backup Location Base. In our example this
was abfs://backupfs@mydatalake.dfs.core.windows.net, so you should
enter backupfs@mydatalake. This is optional. If you don't provide this,
FreeIPA and Data Lake backups will be stored in the Logs Location
Base.

Onboarding CDP users and groups for cloud storage (RAZ environments)
Navigation title: Onboarding CDP users and groups (RAZ)

If your Azure environment has Fine-grained access control enabled, you should onboard your users using Ranger
instead of using IDBroker.

For more information, refer to Using Ranger to Provide Authorization in CDP.

Onboarding CDP users and groups for cloud storage (No RAZ)
Navigation title: Onboarding CDP users and groups (No RAZ)

The minimal setup defined earlier spins up a CDP environment and Data Lake with no end user access to cloud
storage. Adding users and groups to a CDP environment involves ensuring that they are properly mapped to managed
identities to access cloud storage.

Note:  If you are using Fine-grained access control, you should onboard your users using Ranger instead of
using IDBroker mappings. Adding IDBroker mappings is disabled for RAZ-enabled environments.

In general, to have new users or groups onboarded, you need to have the following pre-created in Azure:

1. First, you need to create two more containers within the storage account (mydatalake) created earlier, one for data
engineers (for example, dataeng) and one for data scientists (for example, datascience).

2. Next, you need to create two more managed identities, one for data engineers (for example, data-eng-mi) and one
for data scientists (for example, data-eng-mi) and assign the Storage Blob Data Owner role on the scope of one
these two nearly created containers. The data-eng-mi managed identity will need the Storage Blob Data Owner
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role on the scope of the dataeng container and the data-science-mi managed identity will need the Storage Blob
Data Owner role on the scope of the datascience container.

3. Finally, you also need to grant the Data Lake Admin managed identity created earlier the Storage Blob Data
Owner role on the scope of these two newly created containers.

The final goal is to have the following that builds on the minimal setup presented earlier.

The first diagram illustrates the scenario where Backup Location Base is in the same location as the Logs Location
Base:

The second diagram illustrates the scenario where Backup Location Base and Logs Location Base are separate:
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The following documentation provides detailed steps for how to create this setup. The steps involve:

1. Creating additional containers
2. Crating additional managed identities
3. Creating mappings in CDP
4. Updating the Data Lake Admin managed identity

Creating additional containers
Navigation title: Create additional containers

Within the ADLS Gen 2 storage account (mydatalake) created earlier, create two more containers (dataeng and data
science).

To create a file system, perform the following steps:

1. On Azure Portal, navigate to Storage Accounts > your newly created storage account > Containers > +Container.
2. Provide a name for your container and click OK.

Repeat these steps to create both containers.

Creating additional managed identities
Navigation title: Create managed identities

After creating the two additional container, create two additional managed identities, one for data engineers (data-eng
-mi) and one data scientists (data-science-mi).

To create the two new managed identities, perform the following steps:

1. On Azure Portal, navigate to Managed Identities.
2. Click +Add.
3. Specify managed identity name and select the resource group that you created earlier.
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Repeat these steps to create each of the two managed identities. Once you’ve created these managed identities, assign
roles with specific scopes (limited to one of the two containers, dataeng or datascience respectively) to these identities
as follows:

1. Navigate to Storage accounts > your storage account > Containers > your container > Access Control (IAM).
2. Click +Add > Add role assignment.
3. Under Add role assignment:

a. Under Role, select Storage Blob Data Owner.
b. Under Assign access to, select User assigned managed identity.
c. Under Select, select the managed identity.
d. Click Save.

After performing these steps for each of the two managed identities, you should have the required managed identities
created and their roles assigned on the correct scope.

Adding CDP user/group to managed identity mappings
Navigation title: Create mappings in CDP

After creating the two additional managed identities, one for data engineers (data-eng-mi) and one data scientists
(data-science-mi), map them to specific user/group in CDP.

Note:  If you are using Fine-grained access control, you should onboard your users using Ranger instead of
using IDBroker mappings. Adding IDBroker mappings is disabled for RAZ-enabled environments.

Note:

If a user is mapped to multiple roles via group membership, the specific role to be used needs to be provided
at runtime. If the user is mapped directly to a role, the direct mapping takes precedence over mapping via
group membership. For information on how to specify the role, refer to Specifying a group when user belongs
to multiple groups.

Required role: DataSteward, EnvironmentAdmin, or Owner

Steps

For CDP UI

1. The option to add/modify these mappings is available from the Management Console under Environments >
click on an environment > Actions > Manage Access > IDBroker Mappings > Edit.

2. Under Current Mappings, click Edit.
3. Click + to display a new field for adding a mapping.
4. Provide the following:

a. The User or Group dropdown is pre-populated with CDP users and groups. Select the user or group that
you would like to map.

b. Under Role, specify the resource ID of a managed identity (copied from Azure Portal). You should select
your data-eng-mi here.

5. Repeat the previous two steps to add additional mapping for the data-science-mi.
6. Click Save and Sync.

For CDP CLI

If you would like to create the mappings via CDP CLI, you can:

1. Use the cdp environments get-id-broker-mappings command to obtain your current mappings.
2. Use the cdp environments set-id-broker-mappings command to set additional mappings. The only way to use

this command is to:

• Pass all the current mappings
• Add the new mappings
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3. Next, sync IDBroker mappings. For example:

cdp environments sync-id-broker-mappings --environment-name demo3

4. Finally, check the sync status. For example:

cdp environments get-id-broker-mappings-sync-status --environment-name d
emo3

Updating access for the Data Lake Admin managed identity
Navigation title: Update Data Lake Admin

Grant the Data Lake Admin identity created earlier the Storage Blob Data Owner role on the scope of the two newly
created containers.

Perform the following steps for both dataeng or datascience containers to grant the Data Lake Admin managed
identity access to them:

1. Navigate to Storage accounts > your storage account > Containers > your container > Access Control (IAM).
2. Click +Add > Add role assignment.
3. Under Add role assignment:

a. Under Role, select Storage Blob Data Owner.
b. Under Assign access to, select User assigned managed identity.
c. Under Select, select the Data Lake Admin Identity created earlier.
d. Click Save.

Repeat these steps to provide Data Lake admin with access to both containers.

Using ADLS Gen2 encryption
By default ADLS Gen2 uses TLS. If you use the fs.azure.always.use.https property to turn off this behavior, you must
specify abfss as the prefix in the URI to use TLS. Otherwise, you can use abfs.

ADLS Gen2 account for storing operating system images
Navigation title: Storage account for OS images

CDP uses an ADLS Gen2 storage account for storing operating system images used for VMs. By default, CDP
creates this account during environment registration, but you can optionally pre-create it. If needed, you can also copy
the VHD files and create image resources manually.

CDP uses an ADLS Gen2 for storing operating system images used for VMs. These images are used for:

• Data Lake and Data Hub clusters (A single image is used for both)
• FreeIPA (A separate image is used)

For each of these, there is one image for each Runtime version and for each Azure region.

Preparing images for VMs on Azure is a three-step process, involving the following steps:

1. Creating a new storage account in your subscription. The storage account is reachable from all networks so that
CDP can access it (although the storage container is private).

2. Copying one or more virtual hard disks (VHDs) from Cloudera’s regional storage account to your storage account
created earlier.

3. Creating an image resource from each copied VHD.

By default, these steps are performed automatically by CDP during the “Setting up CDP image” and the “Creating
infrastructure” steps of launching a stack. However, if due to your organization’s security policies, you do not want
CDP to create your storage account or you do not want the storage account to be publicly available, you have two
alternatives:
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Scenario Solution Steps

You do not want CDP to create a storage
account in your Azure subscription or CDP
is not granted the permission to create new
storage accounts in your Azure subscription,
but you are willing to provide CDP access to
the storage account once it exists.

Manually pre-create a storage account that is
available from all networks, and once it exists,
CDP can copy VHD files and create the image
resources.

Refer to Creating the storage account for
images manually.

Image copying by CDP is not possible because
the storage account should not be publicly
available.

You should perform all three steps manually. See all three steps linked in this section.

Note:

The storage account and the VHDs themselves are not deleted upon deleting the environment to save time
when creating future environments.

If you would like to perform these manual steps, refer to the following instructions.

Creating a storage account for operating system images manually
Navigation title: Creating a storage account

In some cases where your organization’s security policies require it, you may want to manually pre-create the storage
account that CDP uses for storing operating system images.

Steps

1. Create a resource group on Azure with the name “cloudbreak-images”.
2. Create a storage account on Azure.

a. The name is the concatenation of the following elements. It is different depending on whether or not you
would like to use your existing resource group for CDP:

Table 1:

Naming convention

Single existing resource group Enter a name that is a simple concatenation of the following four
elements:

• “cbimg”
• Region identifier: The starting letters of the region where the

SA is. For example, “eu” for East US, or “eu2” for East US 2
• The adler32 checksum without leading zeroes of the

Subscription ID, without hyphens ('-') and all lowercase.
For example a9d4456e-349f-46f5-bc73-54a8d523e504 =>
a9d4456e349f46f5bc7354a8d523e504 => 8e63086f

• The adler32 checksum without leading zeroes of the resource
group name. For example rg-my-cool-single-rg => 4e23077c

When you put these together, if the storage account is in East US 2
region in a resource group called “rg-my-cool-single-rg” and with
a Subscription ID of a9d4456e-349f-46f5-bc73-54a8d523e504, the
storage account name would be cbimgeu28e63086f4e23077c

For the adler32 calculation, you can use the Online ADLER32
Hash Calculator.

Note:  Make sure to remove all leading zeroes from
the calculator's output. For example, if your resource
group name is "cdppoc", convert it as follows: cdppoc
=> 089d027a => 89d027a
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Naming convention

Multiple resource groups created by CDP Enter a name that is the concatenation of the following three
elements:

• “cbimg”
• Region identifier: The starting letters of the region where the

SA is. For example, “eu” for East US, or “eu2” for East US 2
• Subscription ID, without hyphens ('-') and all lowercase. For

example, if your subscription ID is a9d4456e-349f-46f5-
bc73-54a8d523e504, you should convert it to
a9d4456e349f46f5bc7354a8d523e504

When you put these together, if the storage account is in
East US 2 region in subscription a9d4456e-349f-46f5-
bc73-54a8d523e504, the storage account name would be
cbimgeu2a9d4456e349f46f5bc7354a8d523e504

b. Disable hierarchical namespace. Make sure not to omit this setting as it cannot be changed after the storage
account is created.

Copying an image manually
In some cases where your organization’s security policies require it, you must manually copy images to the storage
account designated for image storage.

Caution:

Cloudera creates new images for CDP frequently for all new Runtime versions and occasional OS bug
fixes. Whenever a new image is available, it is not possible to launch new clusters until the image is copied.
Furthermore, many features may not work correctly unless new images are copied to your storage account.
For example, OS upgrade requires new images being present in your storage account.

The presence of new images can be monitored in the CDP image catalog at https://cloudbreak-
imagecatalog.s3.amazonaws.com/v3-prod-cb-image-catalog.json or in CDP web interface > Management
Console > Shared Resources > Image Catalogs > cdp-default.

When copying the images, follow these high-level steps:

1. Create a container named “images” and copy all images to that container. Make sure to create a page blob.

• Note the URL of the created container. You will need it to perform the copying process.
2. Identify the FreeIPA image that needs to be copied. You should use the latest image from the FreIPA image

catalog available at https://cloudbreak-imagecatalog.s3.amazonaws.com/v3-prod-freeipa-image-catalog.json.
3. Identify the Data Lake and Data Hub image(s) that need to be copied and note the VHD URLs. Both Data Lake

and Data Hub use the same image, so there is one image used for both for each Runtime version. There are two
ways to find these images in the CDP image catalog:

• In CDP web interface > Management Console > Shared Resources > Image Catalogs > cdp-default >  search
for your Runtime version > Click on UUID of your selected entry (For each Runtime version, there should be
only one entry for Azure cloud platform) > You will see VHD URLs, one per region.

• At https://cloudbreak-imagecatalog.s3.amazonaws.com/v3-prod-cb-image-catalog.json.
4. Use azcopy tool to copy the images. When copying the images via the azcopy tool, you have two options for

authentication and authorization:

• Azcopy login: Perform azcopy login with a service principal that has the permission to copy into images
container.

• SAS token: Create a SAS token for the images container.

Option 1: Azcopy login

Issue the following command and it will perform an interactive login:

azcopy login
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If you want to set up an automatic script then you can use:

azcopy login --service-principal \
 --application-id <YOUR_APPLICATION_ID> \ 
 --tenant-id <YOUR_TENANT_ID>

Note:

On some distributions (such as Ubuntu Linux) login executes fine, but logout fails (and so would any further
authorization). For troubleshooting steps, refer to https://github.com/Azure/azure-storage-azcopy/issues/452.

To run azcopy, use:

azcopy copy \
 'https://<SOURCE_BLOB_URL>' \
 'https://<DESTINATION_BLUB_URL>

As mentioned earlier, the https://<SOURCE_BLOB_URL> can be found in the image catalog.

Option 2: SAS-token

Go to the Azure portal and generate a SAS-token. Then, you can issue azcopy:

azcopy copy \
 'https://<SOURCE_BLOB_URL>' \
 'https://<DESTINATION_BLUB_URL>?<YOUR_SAS_TOKEN>'

As mentioned earlier, the https://<SOURCE_BLOB_URL> can be found in the image catalog.

For more information about Azure copy syntax and examples, refer to Get started with AzCopy in Azure docs.

Creating an image resource
After the copying process is complete, create an image resource from each copied VHD.

In Azure Portal you can do that as follows:

1. Navigate to Images and click on Add.
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2. Provide the following information:

3. Once done, click Create.

Azure Database for PostgreSQL
CDP provisions a PostgreSQL database as part of the environment creation process (for Data Lake). Prior to creating
an Azure environment in CDP, the Azure Database for PostgreSQL must be enabled in the regions that you want to
use with CDP.

Furthermore, Data Warehouse service provisions PostgreSQL databases for its data warehouses.

Enabling Azure Database for PostgreSQL

The Azure Database for PostgreSQL service is often not enabled by default in every region, and your Azure
administrator may need to contact Azure Support to have it enabled. For information on submitting this request, refer
to Azure region access request process documentation. When making this request, do the following:

• Specify "Azure Database for PostgreSQL" in the Subscription field in Step 1.
• Specify "Azure Database for PostgreSQL" in the Region to Enable field in Step 4.
• Finally, in Step 4, specify 100 in the Planned Compute Usage in Cores field. This limits the pool of VCores per

region to 100 VCores, limiting the total number of PostgreSQL servers that CDP can provision.

Cluster deployments with Azure Policies for PostgreSQL

Cluster deployments with Azure Policies for PostgreSQL are not supported. Ensure that none of the Azure Policy
built-in definitions for Azure Database for PostgreSQL are turned on or enforced. This is necessary because some
policies (such as log_duration) could cause such performance degradation, making your clusters practically unusable.
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Related Information
Private endpoint for Azure Postgres

Customer managed encryption keys
By default, local Data Lake, FreeIPA, and Data Hub disks attached to Azure VMs and the PostgreSQL server instance
used by the Data Lake and Data Hubs are encrypted with server-side encryption (SSE) using Platform Managed Keys
(PMK), but you can optionally configure SSE with Customer Managed Keys (CMK).

The CMK can be specified during environment registration and, if present, is used for encrypting Data Lake,
FreeIPA, and Data Hub disks and PostgreSQL server instances.

The disks that are attached to the VMs of the Data Lake, FreeIPA, and Data Hub clusters will be associated with
a Disk Encryption Set (DES) that is created with the key URL as the underlying encryption key version. The DES
dedicated to the CDP environment will be created in the resource group of the environment before the FreeIPA
launch at the beginning of the environment creation process.

When meeting Azure requirements for CDP, you should do the following:

• Add additional permissions for CDP provisioning credential
• Create a key vault and a vault key

Add additional permissions to your Azure policy
Make sure that the following additional permissions are set up for the Azure credential used in CDP environment
creation, in addition to what is documented in Azure permissions.

All of them are actions and shall be granted at the scope of the resource group hosting the CDP environment:

"Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/read", 
"Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/write",
"Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/deploy/action",
"Microsoft.Compute/diskEncryptionSets/read",
"Microsoft.Compute/diskEncryptionSets/write",
"Microsoft.Compute/diskEncryptionSets/delete",
"Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/read",
"Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/keys/write",
"Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/accessPolicies/write"

The following table explains why CDP needs these permissions:

Permission Description

Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/read

and

Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/write

Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/read is required to read the vaults.
Without this, vaults in your subscription cannot be detected by CDP.
Specifically, CDP must update the Key Vault access policy to add an
entry for the DES SP. For this, CDP invokes an "update key vault"
operation, which Azure implements as the following series of steps:

1. Read Key Vault details, including its original access policy
(Requires Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/read).

2. Add entry for DES SP.
3. Write Key Vault details, including the updated access policy. In

this step, Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/write is required for adding
an entry for the DES SP for the operations get, unwrap key and
wrap key.

Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/write This is required to update the access policies for the DES created in the
vault.

Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/deploy/action This is required to create DES resources. Specifically, it’s required for
DES SP creation (performed automatically alongside the DES creation)
that will ultimately be used to access the Key Vault from the DES.
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Permission Description

Microsoft.Compute/diskEncryptionSets/read This is required to check for the existence of and fetch the properties
and status of DES resources created by CDP.

Microsoft.Compute/diskEncryptionSets/write This is required to create DES resources.

Microsoft.Compute/diskEncryptionSets/delete This is required to delete the DES during environment termination.

Microsoft.DBforPostgreSQL/servers/keys/write

and

Microsoft.KeyVault/vaults/accessPolicies/write

This is required for setting up access policies and keys via an Azure
Resource Manager template.

Create a vault and add a vault key
You can use your existing vault and vault key or create a new vault and vault key.

Regardless of which of the two options you choose, the vault and the vault key must fulfill the following
requirements:

• The key vault must have purge protection enabled and be located in the same subscription and region as the target
CDP environment.

• The CMK must be an RSA key with a size of 2048 bits.

Note:  The CMK must be an RSA key with a size of 2048 bits as CDP uses same key for all the resources
and sizes other than 2048 bits are not supported by Azure for PostgreSQL.

• The number of Disk Encryption Set (DES) resources is limited to 1000 per region per subscription. In the present
implementation, a single DES is created for each CDP environment, so this permits at most 1000 environments
created in that region/subscription. The actual practical limit may be lower due to the limits set for other resource
types.

You should also review the Azure-imposed restrictions for CMKs used for disk encryption, described in Server-side
encryption of Azure Disk Storage: Restrictions in Azure documentation.

Using an existing vault and vault key

If you have an existing key vault in Key Vaults in your Azure Portal:

1. Navigate to the key vault’s Overview page and verify that the following parameters are set to the correct values:

• The Region matches the target region of the CDP environment. Storage accounts can be in different resource
groups than the key vault, provided the location/region is the same.

• The Purge protection is enabled.
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2. Next, navigate to the vault key and:

• Make sure that it is an RSA key with a size of 2048 bits.
• Copy the key identifier (which is a HTTPS URL) for the key that is created. You will need to provide it during

CDP environment registration later.

Creating a new vault and vault key

To create a vault and vault key, perform the following steps on your Azure portal:

1. Create a key vault in the same region and resource group as the one that you would like to use for registering the
CDP environment.

To create a key vault, navigate to Key vaults in Azure Portal and click on +New or on Create key vault. When
providing key vault parameters, make sure that:

• The Region matches the target region of the CDP environment. Storage accounts can be in different resource
groups than the key vault, provided the location/region is the same.

• The Purge protection is enabled.
• Provide other parameters based on your organization's requirements. For instructions, see Create a vault in

Azure documentation. Once done, click Create.

The following screenshot points out these three important parameters when creating a new key vault:
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2. Generate or import a key in the previously created key vault. Make sure that it is an RSA key with a size of 2048,
3072 or 4096 bits.

To generate a key, on your key vault’s properties pages, select Keys and then click on Generate/Import:

Next provide key name and key type (make sure to select RSA). For detailed instructions, see Add a key to Key
Vault in Azure documentation.

3. Once the key has been created, navigate to the vault key details and copy the key identifier (which is a HTTPS
URL) for the key that is created. You will need to provide it during CDP environment registration later.
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4. If you need encryption on the Azure storage account, you can set it up using Azure portal with the same or
different encryption key. You can do this from the Encryption section of your storage account settings.

Note:  The key used for Azure storage encryption can be the same or different from the key vault used for
disk encryption. Note that the storage account can be in a different resource group, but should be in the
same location/region and subscription as the key vault.

Encrypting a storage account with a key vault that has role-based access control
To encrypt an ADLS Gen2 storage account that you would like to use with CDP with a key vault which has role-
based access control set up, you need to perform the following steps on Azure Portal.

There are two scenarios described below:

• The first scenario assumes that you have not yet created the ADLS Gen2 storage account required for CDP on
Azure.

• The second scenario assumes that you have already created the ADLS Gen2 storage account storage account
required for CDP on Azure.

New storage account

The following steps should be performed in addition to the usual steps while creating the ADLS Gen2 account that
you are planning to use with CDP.

Steps

1. Create a managed identity. Let’s call it "key-vault-rbac".
2. Create a key vault.

a. The key vault should have "purge protection" and "soft-delete" enabled.
b. The key vault should be located in the same subscription and region as the target CDP environment.
c. Set up the key’s access policy to "Azure role-based access control".

3. Navigate to the access control for this key vault and:

a. Click on Add role assignment.
b. Assign the "Key Vault Administrator" role to all of the following users:

• The user who created this key vault
• The user(s) who register a CDP environment using this key vault
• All the users/managed Identities who will be accessing this key vault

Note:  Without this step the key vault will not be accessible.

4. Once the key vault is created, create an RSA key with the size of 2048 bits.
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5. Navigate to the access control for this key vault and:

a. Click on Add role assignment.
b. Assign the "Key Vault Crypto Service Encryption User" role to the "key-vault-rbac" managed identity created

earlier. This will enable access to this key vault from the storage account.
6. Create the storage account and the managed Identities as mentioned in Minimal setup for cloud storage. During

storage account creation, choose the following options to enable the customer managed key encryption for the
storage account:

a. Set Enable support for customer-managed keys to "All service types".

Note:  This is a mandatory step as this setting cannot be added or changed later.

b. Set Identity type to "User-assigned".
c. Set User-assigned identity to the "key-vault-rbac" managed identity created earlier.

Existing storage account

In case your ADLA Gen2 storage account already exists, perform the following steps instead of the ones above. The
requirement is that the storage account must have been created with "Enable support for customer-managed keys" set
to "All service types". This cannot be set once the storage account exists, so if the storage account does not have this
set, you cannot use it for this use case.

Steps

1. Create a managed identity. Let’s call it "key-vault-rbac".
2. Navigate to the access control for the key vault that you are using for CDP and:

a. Click on Add role assignment.
b. Assign the "Key Vault Crypto Service Encryption User" role to the "key-vault-rbac" managed identity created

earlier. This will enable access to this key vault from the storage account.
3. To enable the customer managed key encryption for the storage account used in CDP, the following options must

be chosen during storage account creation:

a. Verify that Enable support for customer-managed keys is set to "All service types".

Note:  This option can only be set during storage account creation and cannot be changed later.

b. Set Identity type to "User-assigned".
c. Set User-assigned identity to the "key-vault-rbac" managed identity created earlier.

Azure Files storage account and file share for Machine Learning
If you would like to use the Machine Learning data service, create Azure Files storage account and file share. Azure
Files NFS v4.1 is a managed, POSIX compliant NFS service on Azure. The file share is used to store files for the
CML infrastructure and ML workspaces.

See Create Azure Files Storage Account and File Share.

Azure Files NFS for Machine Learning
If you would like to use the Machine Learning data service, Azure Files NFS is the recommended NFS service.

If you would like to use Machine Learning, you should create an Azure Files storage account and file share to store
files for the ML infrastructure and ML workspaces, as described in Create Azure Files Storage Account and File
Share.
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Note:  As an alternative to Azure Files NFS, you can configure an NFS server that is external to the CML
cluster. This is not the recommended approach. See Other NFS Options.

Azure quota limits
When you create your Azure Portal subscription, Azure Portal sets limits to the resources available to you. The limits
can vary by region.

To register an Azure environment in CDP, you may need to increase some of these limits for the region(s) that you
are planning to use. CDP creates resources such as VMs in your Azure subscription. For example:

• If you are planning to use the Machine Learning service, review Limitations on Azure in ML docs.
• Depending on the number of clusters that CDP creates in your Azure subscription, you might need to raise the

limits for certain resources such as VMs and vCPUs in your Azure subscription. For a complete list of Azure
resources used by CDP refer to Azure resources used by CDP.

If you require more resources than the limit set by Azure, you can create a support request on your Azure Portal. For
information on Azure quotas, refer to Azure subscription and service limits, quotas, and constraints.

Overview of Azure resources used by CDP
Navigation title: List of Azure resources

The following Azure resources are used by CDP and CDP services.

Azure resources created for a CDP environment

Disposition: / Status:
CB-16291 Private DND - I have not made any updates to this topic. Perhaps it would be nice to tie/link this to the list
of resources created by CDP for the two private DNS options?

When a CDP environment is created, a FreeIPA cluster and a Data Lake cluster are created.

The following Azure resources are created for FreeIPA (one per environment):

Resource Description Naming convention

Virtual Private Network (VNet) If during environment creation you select to
have a new VNet and subnets created, then
a new VNet and subnets are created on your
Azure account. Alternatively, you can provide
your own existing VNet and subnets.

In both cases (new and existing VPC), all
compute resources that CDP provisions for the
environment and CDP services are provisioned
into the VNet specified during environment
creation.

Specified by customer

Resource group for FreeIPA resources If you chose for CDP to create multiple
resource groups, a resource group is created
to group all the resources created for FreeIPA.
This resource group is not created if you chose
to use a single existing resource group.

<env-name>-freeipa-<numeric-id>

Virtual Machines (VMs) During environment creation, two or three
Standard_DS3_v2 VMs are provisioned
for the FreeIPA HA server by default. The
number of VMs depends on the selected Data
Lake type.

<env-name>-freeipa-<numeric-id>m0

OS disk An OS disk is provisioned for the FreeIPA
VM.

<env-name>-freeipa-<numeric-id>m0
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Resource Description Naming convention

Network interface One network interface card (NIC) is
provisioned for the FreeIPA VM.

<env-name>-freeipa-<numeric-id>m0

Public IP address If you choose to use public IPs, your VM is
assigned a public IP address.

<env-name>-freeipa-<numeric-id>m0

Network security group Network security groups define inbound and
outbound access to the instances.If during
environment creation you choose to have new
security groups created, then they are created
on your Azure account. Alternatively, you can
provide your own existing security groups.

master0-<env-name>freeipa<numeric-id>sg

ADLS Gen2 storage account for storing
operating system images

By default, CDP creates an ADLS Gen2
storage account that is used solely for storing
operating system images.

If required, you can optionally pre-create this
account and copy the required images.

The name is the concatenation of the following
three elements:

• “cbimg”
• Region identifier: The starting letters of

the region where the SA is. For example,
“eu” for East US, or “eu2” for East US 2.

• Subscription ID, without hyphens ('-')
and all lowercase. For example, if your
subscription ID is a9d4456e-349f-46f5-
bc73-54a8d523e504,you should convert it
to a9d4456e349f46f5bc7354a8d523e504.

For example, the name of a storage
account in East US 2 region in
subscription a9d4456e-349f-46f5-
bc73-54a8d523e504 would be
cbimgeu2a9d4456e349f46f5bc7354a8d523e504.

Resource group for the ADLS account used
for storing operating system images

If you chose for CDP to create multiple
resource groups, a separate resource group
is created for the ADLS Gen2 account
mentioned above.

Note:

To speed up future environment
deployment, this resource group are
its content are not deleted during
environment deletion.

This resource group is not created if you chose
to use a single existing resource group.

cloudbreak-images

In addition, the following resources are created for each Data Lake (one per environment):

Resource Description Naming convention

Resource group If you chose for CDP to create multiple
resource groups, two resource groups are
created: One new resource group is created
to group all the resources created for the Data
Lake and another resource group is created
for the database used by the Data Lake. These
resource groups are not created if you coose to
use a single existing resource group.

<dl-name><numeric-id>
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Resource Description Naming convention

Virtual Machines (VMs) VMs are provisioned for the Data Lake nodes:

• Light duty: Two instances are
provisioned: One Standard_D8s_v3
instance (Data Lake Master node) and one
Standard_D2s_v3 instance (IDBroker).

• Medium duty: Ten instances are
provisioned: One Standard_D2s_v3
instance (IDBroker), three Standard_D4s
_v3 instances (two Data Lake Master
nodes and one Auxiliary node), and
five Standard_D8s_v3 instances (three
DataLake Core and two Gateway nodes).

<dl-name><numeric-id>[m0|i1]

OS disks An OS disk is provisioned for each VM. <env-name>-freeipa-<numeric-id>m0

Attached disks An attached disk (StandardSSD_LRS) is
provisioned for each VM.

<dl-name><numeric-id>-[m0|i1]<index>-
<timestamp>

Network interface One network interface card (NIC) is
provisioned for each VM.

<dl-name><numeric-id>[m0|i1]

Public IP address If you choose to use public IPs, each of the
VMs is assigned a public IP address.

<dl-name><numeric-id>[m0|i1]

Network security groups Network security groups define inbound and
outbound access to the instances.If during
environment creation you choose to have new
security groups created, then they are created
on your Azure account.

[master|idbroker]<dl-name><numeric-id>sg

Availability set Two availability sets are created, one for each
VM.

<dl-name>-[master|idbroker]-as

Resource group for external DB If you chose for CDP to create multiple
resource groups, a resource group is created
for the external database. This resource group
is not created if you chooe to use a single
existing resource group.

<env-name>-dbstck-<numeric-id>

Azure Database for PostgreSQL server A database instance MO_Gen5_4, 100 GB
(General Purpose, Gen5, 4 vCore & 100GB
Storage) is provisioned for Cloudera Manager,
Ranger, and Hive MetaStore.

dbsrv-<numeric-id>

ADLS Gen2 storage Prior to registering your environment
in CDP, you should create ADLS Gen2
storage containers as instructed in CDP
documentation.

Specified by customer

Managed identities Prior to registering your environment in
CDP, you should create managed identities as
instructed in CDP documentation.

Specified by customer

Azure resources created for Data Hub

The following Azure resources are created for the Data Hub service:

Resource Description Naming convention

Resource group If you chose for CDP to create multiple
resource groups, for each Data Hub cluster,
a new resource group is created to group all
the resources created for the cluster. This
resource group is not created if you chose to
use a single existing resource group.

<dh-name><numeric-id>
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Resource Description Naming convention

Virtual Machines (VMs) A VM is created for each cluster node. The
VM type varies depending on what you
selected during Data Hub cluster creation. For
a list of supported VM types, refer to Cloudera
Data Platform (CDP) Public Cloud service
rates.

<dh-name><numeric-id><hostgroup
abbr.><node index>

OS disk An OS disk is provisioned for each VM. <dh-name><numeric-id>-osDisk<hostgroup
abbr.><node index>

Attached Disks An attached disk is provisioned for each
VM, as specified during Data Hub cluster
creation. The disk size is selected during
cluster creation.

<dh-name><numeric-id>-<hostgroup
abbr.><node index>-<disk counter>-
<timestamp>

Network interface One network interface card (NIC) is
provisioned for each VM.

<dh-name><numeric-id><hostgroup
abbr.><node index>

Public IP address If you choose to use public IPs, each of the
VMs is assigned a public IP address.

<dh-name><numeric-id><hostgroup
abbr.><node index>

Network security group Network security groups define inbound and
outbound access to the instances. If during
environment creation you choose to have new
security groups created, then they are created
on your Azure account.

<hostgroup nm><dh-name><numeric-id>sg

Availability set One availability set is created for each host
group.

<dh-name>-<hostgroup>-as

Azure resources created for Data Warehouse

The following Azure resources are created for the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service:

Resource Description

Resource Group If you chose for CDP to create multiple resource groups, one resource
group is created with the naming convention “<environment-id>-dwx-
rg”. This resource group is not created if you chose to use a single
existing resource group.

Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) CDP creates an AKS cluster for each activated DW environment to
host Kubernetes-based resources. The underlying compute, network
resources are managed by Azure, including:

• Resource group
• Virtual machine scale sets
• Load balancer(s)
• Public IP address(es)
• Network security group
• Disk(s)

For a list of supported VM types, refer to Cloudera Data Platform
(CDP) Public Cloud service rates.

Azure Database for PostgreSQL server PostgreSQL database (General Purpose, Gen5, 4 vCore) is created for
DW to store configuration data.

Azure resources created for Machine Learning

The following Azure resources are created for the Cloudera Machine Learning (CML) service:
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CDP Public Cloud Azure resources and services

Resource Description

Resource groups If you chose for CDP to create multiple resource groups, one
resource group is created with the naming convention “liftie-<unique
string>" (which has an AKS cluster of the same name). This resource
group is not created if you chose to use a single existing resource
group.

Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) CDP creates an AKS cluster for each CML workspace to host
Kubernetes-based resources. The underlying compute, network
resources are managed by Azure, including:

• Resource group
• Virtual machine scale sets
• Load balancer(s)
• Public IP address(es)
• Route table
• Network security group
• Azure disk(s) (Premium_LRS)

For a list of supported VM types, refer to Cloudera Data Platform
(CDP) Public Cloud service rates.

Log analytics workspace A logs analytics workspace is created for storing log data.

Azure Files Storage account If you choose Azure Files NFS, you will need an existing Azure Files
Storage account.

Azure resources created for DataFlow

The following Azure resources are created for the DataFlow service:

Resource Description

Resource groups If you chose for CDP to create multiple resource groups, one
resource group is created with the naming convention “liftie-<unique
string>" (which has an AKS cluster of the same name). This resource
group is not created if you chose to use a single existing resource
group.

Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) CDP creates an AKS cluster for the DataFlow service. The underlying
compute, network resources are managed by Azure, including:

• Load balancer: Azure Load Balancer
• Network security group
• Public IP address(es)
• Route table
• Virtual machine scale set

For a list of supported VM types, refer to Cloudera Data Platform
(CDP) Public Cloud service rates.

Log analytics workspace A logs analytics workspace is created for storing log data.

Azure Database for PostgreSQL Azure Database for PostgreSQL is used for storing job-related
metadata and histories.

Azure resources created for Data Engineering

The following Azure resources are created for the Data Engineering (CDE) service:

Resource Description

Resource groups If you chose for CDP to create multiple resource groups, one
resource group is created with the naming convention “liftie-<unique
string>" (which has an AKS cluster of the same name). This resource
group is not created if you chose to use a single existing resource
group.
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CDP Public Cloud Azure outbound network access destinations

Resource Description

Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) CDP creates an AKS cluster for each Data Engineering Service.
The underlying compute, network resources are managed by Azure,
including:

• Load balancer: Azure Load Balancer
• Network security group
• Public IP address(es)
• Route table
• Virtual machine scale set

For a list of supported VM types, refer to Cloudera Data Platform
(CDP) Public Cloud service rates.

Log analytics workspace A logs analytics workspace is created for storing log data.

Azure Files Azure Files | Microsoft Azure contains job resources, application code,
Apache Airflow DAG files and any other uploaded files.

Azure Database for MySQL Server Azure Database for MySQL is used for storing job related metadata,
histories.

Azure resources created for Operational Database

The following Azure resources are created for the Cloudera Operational Database (COD) service:

Resource Description

Resource Group If you chose for CDP to create multiple resource groups, a resource
group is created which contains all of the nodes that comprise the OD
database. This resource group is not created if you chose to use a single
existing resource group.

Virtual Machines (VMs) A compute VM is created for each node in a COD database. The
instance type and managed storage are automatically determined by
OD. Azure network security groups are automatically configured as a
part of environment creation to define inbound and outbound network
access to the created instances.

ADLS Gen2 storage This existing blob storage account that you provided for the Data Lake
to use for workload data storage is automatically used by the COD
database for storage of data.

Azure outbound network access destinations

Navigation title: Azure outbound network destinations
If you have limited outbound internet access (for example due to using a firewall or proxy), review this content to
learn which specific outbound destinations must be available in order to register a CDP environment.

Note:

If the cloud provider network that you would like to use for registering a CDP environment uses a custom
DNS server that does not allow name resolution for public domain, you should add all the domains listed in
the below tables to the DNS forwarder for name resolution.

Note:

On Azure, it is possible to define network security groups (NSGs) based on IP addresses, but not based on
hostnames. At the same time, the egress filtering requirements documented here contain not only static IP
addresses but also hostnames, where the IP address may change over time. This means that it is not possible
to perform egress filtering using NSGs. Instead, if you would like to add outbound network access to your
allow list based on hostnames, you should use Azure firewall with FQDN filtering in network rules. For that
you can use either Azure hosted DNS or a custom DNS, as explained in Use FQDN filtering in network rules.
Note that interfaces configured via Azure Private Link don't need to go through a proxy.
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CDP Public Cloud Azure outbound network access destinations

The following list includes general destinations as well as Azure-specific destinations.

General endpoints

Description/
Usage

CDP service Destination Protocol and
Authentication

IP Protocol/Port Comments

AMPs

Applied ML
Prototypes

Machine Learning https://raw.githubusercontent.com

https://github.com

HTTPS TCP/443 Files for AMPs
are hosted on
GitHub.

Cloudera CCMv1

Persistent Control
Plane connection

All services *.ccm.cdp.cloudera.com

44.234.52.96/27

SSH public/
private key
authentication

TCP/6000-6049 One connection
per cluster
configured;
persistent

Cloudera CCMv2

Persistent Control
Plane connection

All services US-based Control Plane:

*.v2.us-west-1.ccm.cdp.cloudera.com

35.80.24.128/27

35.166.86.177/32

52.36.110.208/32

52.40.165.49/32

EU-based Control Plane:

*.v2.ccm.eu-1.cdp.cloudera.com

3.65.246.128/27

AP-based Control Plane:

*.v2.ccm.ap-1.cdp.cloudera.com

3.26.127.64/27

HTTPS
with mutual
authentication

TCP/443 Multiple long-
lived/persistent
connections

Cloudera Databus

Telemetry, billing
and metering data

All services US-based Control Plane:

dbusapi.us-
west-1.sigma.altus.cloudera.com

*.s3.amazonaws.com

EU-based Control Plane:

api.eu-1.cdp.cloudera.com

*.s3.amazonaws.com

AP-based Control Plane:

api.ap-1.cdp.cloudera.com

*.s3.amazonaws.com

HTTPS with
Cloudera-
generated access
key for dbus

HTTPS for S3

TCP/443 Regular interval
for telemetry,
billing, metering
services, and
used for Cloudera
Observability if
enabled. Larger
payloads are sent
to a Cloudera
managed S3
bucket.

Cloudera Manager
parcels

Software
distribution

Data Hub

Data Lake

Data Engineering

DataFlow

Operational
Database

archive.cloudera.com HTTPS TCP/443 Cloudera’s
public software
repository. CDN
backed service;
IP range not
predictable.

Control Plane API CDP API US-based Control Plane:

api.us-west-1.cdp.cloudera.com

EU-based Control Plane:

api.eu-1.cdp.cloudera.com

AP-based Control Plane:

api.ap-1.cdp.cloudera.com

HTTPS with
Cloudera-
generated access
key

TCP/443 Cloudera’s control
plane REST API.
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Description/
Usage

CDP service Destination Protocol and
Authentication

IP Protocol/Port Comments

Control Plane API Data Engineering

Machine Learning

api.us-west-1.cdp.cloudera.com HTTPS with
Cloudera-
generated access
key

TCP/443 Cloudera’s control
plane REST API.

Docker Images

Software
Distribution

Data Engineering

Machine Learning

container.repository.cloudera.com

docker.repository.cloudera.com

HTTPS TCP/443 Cloudera’s public
docker registry.
CDN backed
service; IP range
not predictable.

Docker Images

Software
Distribution

Data Engineering

Data Warehouse

Machine Learning

container.repo.cloudera.com

*.s3.<DOCKER-REGISTRY-
REGION>.amazonaws.com

s3-r-w.<DOCKER-REGISTRY-
REGION>.amazonaws.com

*.execute-api.<DOCKER-REGISTRY-
REGION>.amazonaws.com

Additionally, the following are required
only for old/existing Data Warehouse
environments:

auth.docker.io*

cloudera-docker-dev.jfrog.io*

docker-images-
prod.s3.amazonaws.com*

gcr.io*

k8s.gcr.io*

quay-registry.s3.amazonaws.com*

quay.io*

quayio-production-
s3.s3.amazonaws.com*

docker.io*

production.cloudflare.docker.com*

storage.googleapis.com*

HTTPS TCP/443 Moved to
container.repo.cloudera.com

container.repo.cloudera.com
uses ECR which
requires S3 URLs.

Note: 
In the
listed
entries,
replace
the
<DO
CKER
-REG
ISTR
Y-RE
GION>
with
one
of the
following
(whichever
one is
closest
to
where
your
environment
is
deployed:
eu-
west-1,
us-
west-2,
ap-
southeast-1.

Public Signing
Key Retrieval

Data Engineering

DataFlow

consoleauth.altus.cloudera.com HTTPS TCP/443 Required to allow
authentication
to CDE virtual
Cluster using a
CDP Access Key.

SQL Stream
Builder
PostgreSQL driver
install

Data Hub:
Streaming
Analytics clusters

pypi.org HTTPS TCP/443 SQL Stream
Builder depends
on the python3
PostgreSQL
driver.

This is only
required for
Runtime versions
7.2.11, 7.2.12 and
7.2.13.
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Description/
Usage

CDP service Destination Protocol and
Authentication

IP Protocol/Port Comments

Learning Hub Machine Learning https://github.com/cloudera/learning-
hub-content

HTTPS TCP/443 Access Learning
Hub in air-gapped
environments

Disposition: / Status:

When CCMv2 is GA, the endpoint for all other regions besides us-west-1 SHOULD be (verify with Enis):
*.v2.<control-plane-region>.ccm.cdp.cloudera.com

Azure-specific endpoints

Description/
Usage

CDP service Destination Protocol and
Authentication

IP Protocol/Port Comments

General Azure
guidelines

All services See Safelist the Azure portal URLs on your firewall or proxy server for Azure egress best practices.

Azure Kubernetes
Services (AKS)

Data Engineering

DataFlow

Data Warehouse

Machine Learning

See Control egress traffic for cluster nodes in Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS).

Note:  CDP uses AKS and has the same requirements. Therefore, your setup must fulfill the
Azure EKS requirements mentioned in the linked documentation (such as port 9000). If you
skip this step, your deployment will fail.

Azure Data Lake
Storage Gen 2

Data Lake

Data Hub

Data Engineering

DataFlow

Operational
Database

<STORAGE-ACCOUNT-
NAME>.dfs.core.windows.net

HTTPS

Azure
authentication

TCP/443 Azure Storage
VPC endpoint
is required
(Microsoft.Storage).

Note: 
Replace
the
<STORAGE-
ACCOUNT-
NAME>
with an
actual
storage
account
name.

Azure Database
for Postgres

DataFlow

Data Hub

Data Lake

Data Warehouse

Machine Learning

*.postgres.database.azure.com JDBC / Postgres
binary protocol

TCP/5432 Azure SQL
VPC endpoint
is required
(Microsoft.Sql).

ARM to manage
User Assigned
Managed
Identities

Data Lake management.azure.com HTTPS

Azure
authentication

TCP/443 This can be
allowed by
using the
AzureResourceManager
Azure service
tag. Additionally
IP addresses
to whitelist are
available to
download.
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CDP Public Cloud Access to workload UIs

Description/
Usage

CDP service Destination Protocol and
Authentication

IP Protocol/Port Comments

Microsoft Log
Analytics

All services *.agentsvc.azure-automation.net

*.ods.opinsights.azure.com

*.oms.opinsights.azure.com

*.blob.core.windows.net

HTTPS

Azure
authentication

TCP/443 Optional, but may
cause issues with
Azure approved
images if blocked.

Azure Database
for MySQL

Data Engineering *.mysql.database.azure.com JDBC / Postgres
binary protocol

TCP/3306 Azure Database
for MySQL

Azure files Data Engineering *.file.core.windows.net SMB TCP/445 What is Azure
Files?

Digicert CA
Certificate

Data Engineering

DataFlow

www.digicert.com

cacerts.digicert.com

HTTPS

Azure
authentication

TCP/443 Fetching TLS
CA for Azure
MySQL DB
secure connection

Access to workload UIs

If you have restricted DNS or networking setup, make sure that *.cloudera.site is resolvable from your network so
that members of your organization can access workload UIs.

CDP workloads (including Data Lake) use subdomains under cloudera.site to host various UI endpoints (Cloudera
Manager, Ranger, Knox, Hue and so on). CDP automatically provisions these endpoints whenever a Data Lake, Data
Hub or another type of workload (for example, Virtual Warehouse in CDW) is created, and routing is set up so that
you can access these endpoints from your network.

The subdomains are assigned under cloudera.site using the following convention:

<endpoint-name>.<env-truncated-name>.<customer-workload-subdomain>.<regional
-subdomain>.cloudera.site

Supported browsers

Cloudera validates and tests against the latest version and supports recent versions of the following browsers:

• Google Chrome
• Mozilla Firefox

Note:

• Mozilla Firefox is not supported by Data Engineering.
• Certain accessibility features in DataFlow do not work in Mozilla Firefox.

• Safari
• Microsoft Edge

Other resources

While this document attempts to provide a complete overview of cloud provider requirements, there is additional
documentation that you should review if planning to deploy CDP data services.
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CDP Public Cloud CDP CIDR

The following table includes links to documentation that you should review if planning to deploy the respective CDP
data service:

CDP data service Documentation links

Data Engineering CDE Azure prerequisites

CDE cost management

CDE performance management

Data Warehouse Virtual Warehouse sizing requirements for public cloud environments

Virtual Warehouse IP address and cloud resource requirements for
public cloud environments

Managing costs in the public cloud environments for Cloudera Data
Warehouse

Azure environments requirements checklist

DataFlow Azure requirements for DataFlow

Azure load balancers in DataFlow

DataFlow limitations on Azure

Machine Learning Azure requirements for CML workspaces

CML limitations on Azure

Network Planning for CML on Azure

Operational Database COD cloud checklist

Azure requirements for COD deployment

CDP CIDR

CDP CIDR includes the following IP ranges:

Control Plane Region IP Ranges

us-west-1 35.80.24.128/27, 35.166.86.177/32, 52.36.110.208/32,
52.40.165.49/32

eu-1 3.65.246.128/27

ap-1 3.26.127.64/27

When creating your own security groups for CDP, you must open required ports to all of these IP ranges.
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